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ABSTRACT
The availability of the human and mouse genome sequences has spurred a growing
interest in analyzing mouse models of human cancer using genomic techniques.
Comparative genomic studies on mouse and human tumors can be valuable in two major
ways: in validating mouse models and in identifying genes that are common to mouse
and human tumorigenesis. Many analytic tools have emerged in recent years for human
genome mining. Some of these tools have been translated to the murine versions. The
work in this thesis described the application of two new whole-genome analytic
techniques to study mouse tumorigensis: Representational Oligonucleotide Microarray
Analysis (ROMA) for tumor DNA copy number asessment and single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) genotyping using the SNaPshot'" system (Applied Biosystems) to
detect loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in mouse tumors. The murine version of ROMA was
tested on DNA from early-stage KrasG12D-derived lung cancers and metastatic
retinoblastoma in mice with retinal-specific Rb and p130 deletions. We were interested in
identifying the additional genetic lesions that got positively selected during tumorigenesis
of these mice. Several recurrent chromosomal copy number gains and losses were
observed in the DNA of KrasG12D-derived lung tumors. In addition, a focal amplification
of the murine N-Myc locus was detected in the metastatic retinoblastomas, demonstrating
the capability of ROMA to detect copy number changes at a single-gene resolution. For
genome-wide allelotyping, a panel of 147 mouse SNPs were individually validated in
129S4/SvJae vs. C57BL/6J strains and were chosen as markers in the genotyping panel.
We worked out a multiplex protocol to genotype the SNPs in an efficient manner.
Through this protocol, we generated low-density global LOH maps of lung tumors from
mice expressing KrasG12D. LOH that spanned entire chromosomes was seen in a subset of
the tumors. A loss of the wild-type p53 allele was also observed in some cases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction:
Analysis of Genetic Alterations in Cancer
Viewingt cancer from an evolutionary perspective
Beneath the diversity of life is the dynamic process of change that alters chances for
living. Some changes are ephemeral while others, such as those in the form of genetic
mutation, can last for generations. Over time, only heritable traits can endure the test of
natural selection, in which mutation is the key engine. The result is variations among life
forms: the different species and the different individuals within a species. Some will
thrive and some will not.
The disease cancer has diverse manifestations: in its onset, pathology, malignancy and
therapeutic response. This variation can probably be explained most fittingly from a
Darwinian perspective. Played out by evolutionary rules, mutation and selection operate
in a micro-scale to govern cancer development in the body. Each cancer is a clone of
mutated cells selected for the ability to multiply and grow in an environment that is short
of nutrients, oxygen and other survival factors. As each clone proliferates, successive
mutations continue to create subclones with enhanced growth advantages. Neoplastic
cells progress through malignant stages in these waves of clonal expansion. It is the
inherent randomness of mutation that gives cancer its heterogeneous and often
unpredictable expressions. Given the intrinsic mutability of the genome, cancer is
perhaps an inevitable baggage of species evolution. Retention and refinement of genes
that regulate cell growth, cell fate, cell migration, and cell-cell interaction allow our
species to exist and flourish (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000). The same genetic networks,
however, when deregulated by the inexorable force of mutation, have the potential to
destroy an individual in the form of cancer. Cancer is essentially an uninvited hitchhiker
in the evolutionary probability game.
Cancer research aims to decode the micro-evolutionary game rules and to develop
strategies to play against the odds. The analysis of mutations in tumors is fundamental to
our understanding of the elements of the disease. The past few decades mark important
developments in our understanding of molecular biology and technical ability to perform
genetic analyses. Numerous oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes have been identified.
Some become critical targets for therapy. With the recent emergence of genomics, cancer
genetics has moved from single gene analyses to whole-genome diagnoses of the multiple
mutations that exist. This development has allowed researchers to more fully capture the
variable genetic landscape that is characteristic of cancer. This thesis describes efforts to
identify genetic alterations in mouse models of human cancer by implementing some of
the latest techniques in genome analysis. The analysis focuses on lung cancer, the current
leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide, and touches on retinoblastoma, a childhood
eye cancer. This first chapter will introduce readers of this thesis to various cancer
genome analytic tools. Chapters 2 and 3 will summarize results generated by two
complementary genomic techniques in the study of mouse tumorigenesis. Finally, the
implications of this research will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
Mutations as underlying cause of cancer
While the concept that cancer is caused by underlying mutations is well known today, it
is interesting to look back at how this notion arrived. Mankind recognized and named the
disease cancer over two thousand years ago. Prior to the emergence of experimental
medicine, the cause of cancer was widely believed to be an imbalance of bodily humors.
The premise was replaced in the 18h century by the lymph theory, which assumed cancer
grew out of abnormal lymph fluid. In 1890, David von Hansemann made the first report
of abnormal mitoses in tumors, suggesting a genetic cause of cancer (Shimkin 1977). In
1914, Theodor Boveri postulated the somatic mutation theory, which identified
chromosomal abnormalities as possible culprits that caused cells to adopt cancerous
properties (Manchester 1995). The theory, however, remained a conjecture for a few
more decades due to limits in cellular and molecular genetics techniques at the time.
Other prevailing ideas from the same period proposed cancer originated from trauma,
viruses, or environmental factors. The trauma theory got disproved in the late 1920's;
subsequently, researchers showed that cancer viruses disrupted expression of genes,
while radiation and numerous chemical carcinogens were found to act by inducing
mutations in the genome (Shimkin 1977). In 1960, a major step in verifying Boveri's
mutation hypothesis came when Nowell and Hungerfold discovered in patients with
chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) the Philadelphia chromosome, the first recurrent
chromosomal abnormality associated with a cancer (Nowell and Hungerford 1960). In
other cancers, while the probabilistic nature of mutation has often made it difficult to
isolate specific genetic aberrations, retrospective surveys of data have eventually revealed
a non-random pattern of genetic changes in cancers of most organs. The notion that
cancer evolves through a selection of particular mutated genetic elements has gotten
accepted beyond doubt. Some of these genetic constituents were later experimentally
identified and broadly classified as oncogenes, for genes that enhance proliferation,
growth, and differentiation when activated, and tumor suppressor genes, for genes that
lose their normal regulatory roles when inactivated in cancer.
Early cancer gene discovery tools
Methods to identify disease genes fall into three categories: cytogenetic mapping,
physical mapping, and linkage mapping. In the early days of cancer research,
cytogenetics was the most feasible way to study genomic alteration in cells under a
microscope. Chromosome banding techniques have enabled the discovery of numerous
cancer-related chromosomal aberrations (Mitelman 2000). Recurrent translocations have
been particularly useful in uncovering numerous oncogenes such as Abl in BCR-Abl and
c-Myc in IgG-cMyc fusions of CML and Burkitt's lymphoma. Functional genomic
screens such as the in-vitro transformation assay also helped to identify genomic DNA
fragments containing oncogenes (Shih et al. 1981). Early genetic maps with restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and simple sequence length polymorphism
(SSLP) markers have allowed the discovery of tumor suppressor genes through linkage
mapping in familiar cancer syndromes and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) mapping in
tumors of individuals.
Reflections from past studies
A recent review has summarized the many cancer gene mutations known today (Futreal
et al. 2004). In that summary, it is clear that cancer genetic alterations appear in virtually
all types but chromosomal aberrations are the predominance. Among the recurrent
chromosomal changes, the target genes involved still remain to be identified. The
Mitelman database is a catalog of cancer chromosomal aberrations (Mitelman et al.
2006). As of March, 2006, chromosomal aberrations have been documented in over
49,000 cancer samples in the forms of monosomy, trisomy, balanced and unbalanced
translocations, and amplifications and deletions in various scales. In the numerous reports
without observed chromosomal alterations, mutations at the nucleotide level such as
microsatellite and other repeat instabilities and point mutations are often seen. While
carcinomas constitute over 80% of all human cancers, carcinoma-related genetic
alterations only represent 20-30% of the cataloged cases in both databases (Futreal et al.
2004; Mitelman et al. 2006).
It is appearing that the many classes of mutations in cancer may require complementary
approaches for discovery, and that many more cancer genes, especially those involved in
the carcinoma development, remain to be discovered. With the availability of the human
genome sequence, various new analytical tools have been developed to characterize the
cancer-related genetic changes at a genomic level. The tremendous amount of
information within a genome is best mined with tools with high throughput and
resolution, the two grounds on which new technologies are competing.
Evolving technologies to analyze the cancer genome
Comparative Genome Hybridization (CGH)
CCH involves simultaneous hybridization of differentially labeled test and reference
DNA to obtain relative copy number information along a chromosomal position
coordinate. Copy number alterations can reflect aneuploidy, unbalanced translocations,
gene amplifications or deletions. Prior to genome sequencing, chromosomal positions
were cytogenetically traced to bands on normal metaphase spreads. Genome sequencing
has allowed the use of arrayed DNA stretches with known positions as mapping
coordinates, thus raising the cap of resolving power (Albertson and Pinkel 2003). This
section will summarize the basics and utilities of CGH in cancer genomics research.
CGHplatforms
Arrays of large-insert clones
Initial array CGH platforms utilized large-insert genomics clones as the probing
elements. These include BAC (Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes), YAC (Yeast Artificial
Chromosomes), PAC (P1 Artificial Chromosomes), and cosmids (Solinas-Toldo et al.
1997; Pinkel et al. 1998). The initial study by Pinkel et al. (1998) showed the ability of
BAC microarrays to detect difference in X-chromosome number in sex mistached
samples and known copy number increases on chromosome 20 in breast cancer cell lines.
More importantly, they were able to detect a novel deletion on 20q chromosome arm,
showcasing the potential of BAC arrays to find changes that were missed by older
methods.
Array spotted with ~2400 BAC and P1 clones with an average ~1Mb resolution for the
human genome was reported in (Snijders et al. 2001). To achieve better resolution, a
tiling array with 32433 overlapping BAC clones was constructed (Ishkanian et al. 2004).
A sub-Mb resolution was reported, allowing detection of a 300kb validated amplicon on
13q12.2 in a colorectal cell line and a 240kb validated deletion in a breast cancer cell
line. While the power of such tiling BAC array is clear, the manufacturing of such array
requires large-scale management of clones, making the technology hard for most labs to
adopt. PCR strategies including degenerate oligonucleotide PCR (DOP-PCR) and
ligation-mediated PCR have been successfully employed to amplify BACs before
spotting (Hodgson et al. 2001).
Arrays of cDNA
Microarrays originally used for genome-wide gene expression analysis have been used
for CGH (Pollack et al. 1999). Because genomic DNA is more complex than RNA
representations, CGH requires a platform with a higher minimum sensitivity than one for
gene expression analysis. The feasibility of cDNA and EST-based CGH was proved by
Pollack et al. in 1999. Using Turner syndrome patient and sex-mismatched samples, they
were able to detect gene copy number differences on X and Y chromosomes. In addition,
they confirmed the known ERBB2 and MYC amplifications and p53 deletion in
established cell lines. At a genomic level, they observed 62% highly amplified genes also
have elevated expression, backing the case for a gene dosage effect on gene expression.
However, the signal:noise ratio was poor, making averaging of signals over several
probes necessary, which essentially limited resolution.
Arrays of oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotides can also be used as arraying elements. This is made possible by
methods that allow precise in-situ synthesis of oligonucleotides include photolithography
(Affymetrix, Nimblegen) and inkjet printing (Agilent). Such printing technologies have
also made the manufacturing of oligonucleotide arrays scaleable.
Theoretically, oligonucleotide array probes can be designed for any sequence, enabling
high-density coverage of any region of interest. In practice, resolution is a function of
signal to noise. Because of their short lengths, hybridization signal on each
oligonucleotide is generally lower than on a BAC probe. As in cDNA arrays, averaging
of signals over a few adjacent probes is necessary to obtain reliable calls, which in effect
decreases resolution.
One of the first successful implementations of oligonucleotide arrays was reported by
(Barrett et al. 2004). The investigators successfully performed genome-wide CGH on
Agilent Technology's -~17k oligonucleotide array originally designed for gene expression
analysis. In addition, using probes designed specifically for CGH on chr x, 18, and 17
they were able to detect single copy change as verified in known chromosome x number
difference in various cell lines. Later, a whole-genome array made by Agilent was
reported to achieve a -70kb average resolution (Brennan et al. 2004). Affymetrix also has
developed oligonucleotide arrays for CGH. Using ASO arrays designed for SNP
detection, LOH and copy number changes could be used detected simultaneously
(Bignell et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2004). While most other platforms involve co-
hybridization of tumor vs. normal DNA on each array, the Affymetrix chip is a single-
channel array, requiring hybridization of a set of normal samples separately as reference.
Non-commercially made oligonucleotide CGH arrays have also been reported(Carvalho
et al. 2004; van den Ijssel et al. 2005). Recently, two oligonucleotide arrays were made
and tested by Nimblegen: 1) a genome-wide array with 6kb median spacing and 2) a
tiling oligonucleotide array covering selected regions at a sub-kb interval (Selzer et al.
2005), further demonstrating the power of oligonucleotide CGH arrays.
Arrays with other elements
ssDNA has been reported as probes in exon array CGH (Dhami et al. 2005). As a proof
of principle, Dhami et al. tested an array with ssDNA probes to 162 exons for 5 human
genes. Compared to arrays made with other probing elements, the ssDNA array had an
enhanced signal: noise ratio and thus have a sensitivity of -2x higher. It remains to be
seen whether this method can be scaled to cover the whole genome.
Applications in cancer research
Microarray formats provide the high-throughput capabilities for genome-wide studies.
Some of the pioneering cancer studies are discussed above. Genome-wide CGH analysis
has become increasingly routine in cancer research. A recent study by Tonon et al. on
lung cancer showcased the power of array CGH in detecting disease loci. Using
oligonucleotide and cDNA arrays made by Agilent to characterize human lung cancer
samples and cell lines, numerous recurrent focal copy number changes could be seen,
some were below 0.5Mb (Tonon et al. 2005). The authors' comparison of the CGH data
with a gene expression analysis enabled them to further pinpoint critical candidates,
which included p63 in squamous cell carcinoma. Beyond the use of CGH data in
candidate gene discovery, it is worth mentioning its application in tumor classification, as
has been done to distinguish renal cancer (Wilhelm et al. 2002) and multiple myeloid
subtypes (Carrasco et al. 2006).
The case for genome complexity reduction
The human genome is very complex: over 50% of the genome sequence is comprised of
repeats whereas only ~5% is protein coding (Lander et al. 2001). The abundance of these
repeats, plus low-level shared sequences such as those by gene family members, pose a
challenge for specific hybridization. Many hybridization-based genetic analysis protocols
employ a genome complexity reduction step. In the classic case of Southern blotting,
genomic DNA is fragmented and separated by electrophoresis prior to hybridization. For
genomic analysis, PCR based methods are used. One is to degenerate oligonucleotides to
random prime and amplify the genome (Telenius et al. 1992; Kuukasjarvi et al. 1997).
The alternative method is restriction-enzyme based, which is more reproducible (Lucito
et al. 1998). In the latter case, the resulting complexity of the representation can be
controlled by the choice of restriction enzyme; a less frequent cutter would generate a
less complex representation. Theoretically, a low-complexity representation (LCR) would
improve hybridization by enhancing signal: noise ratio and reducing hybridization times.
A protocol of preparing LCR was described in (Baldocchi and Flaherty 1997). The
method involves digestion of test and reference genomic DNA with BglII, a 6bp cutter,
and linker-based PCR-amplification. As PCR selectively amplifies smaller restriction
fragments, only a ~2.5% low-complexity representation of the genome is made by this
process.
The usefulness of LCRs in genome-wide copy number analysis was first demonstrated in
subtractive hybridization, in which a complexity reduction step is essential for
mammalian genome analyses; the method of LCR subtraction is called Representational
Difference Analysis (RDA) (Lisitsyn and Wigler 1995). RDA of tumor and normal
genomes have been successfully performed to identify copy number alterations, including
PTEN loss in multiple cancers (Lisitsyn et al. 1995; Li et al. 1997; Hamaguchi et al.
2002; Mu et al. 2003). Based on these successes, the next conceivable step was to test the
use of LCR in array-based hybridization.
ROMA -an alternative way to perform genome-wide CGH analysis
Representational Oligonucleotide Microarray (ROMA) involves hybridization of LCRs
on an array for copy number comparison. In a pilot experiment, 1-2K oligonucleotide
arrays for used to probe for BglII representations (Lucito et al. 2000). They were able to
demonstrate the preservation of original gene ratios in the LCRs, and that results were
reproducible and had good signal to noise ratio. In addition, in the making of LCRs, small
amount of samples could be amplified and that polymorphism at restriction site could be
reflected in parallel. In a later experiment, a denser microarray (Nimblegen) with 80K
oligonucleotide probes was tested (Lucito et al. 2003). An average genome-wide
resolution of 30kb was achieved, and in some area, the resolution was as high as 15kb
(Lucito et al. 2003). ROMA thus provides a high-resolution alternative to perform CGH
studies (Jobanputra et al. 2005).
Application considerations
In choosing an array platform for CGH study, several factors need to be considered: the
quantity and quality of DNA available, the platform performance and the cost and
accessibility of the platform. In CGH, there is no need for culturing cells to prepare
karyotypes as required for cytogenetic analysis, suggesting even DNA from archival
tissues can be analyzed. Quantity and quality of DNA will determine what platforms can
be used. BAC arrays can be performed with ~300ng of DNA while cDNA and
oligonucleotide arrays require a few micrograms of starting materials, although whole-
genome amplification can be performed at stake of an increased experimental cost (Lage
et al. 2003). In addition, suboptimal quality of DNA such as those obtained from archival
tissues may be incompatible with some protocols such as ROMA. It is often debated
which array CGH platform will dominate the future. Resolution is likely the most
important determining factor. Other factors such as manufacturability will also affect
dominance. On those two grounds, Ylstra et al. recently suggested the future will likely
belong to oligonucleotide arrays (Ylstra et al. 2006). Whether their prediction is correct
or not, the increasingly powerful array CGH technology overall will likely yield many
exciting data in the cancer genomics field.
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping
While CGH enables high-resolution physical mapping of copy number alterations in
cancer, allelic mapping with genetic markers can also be informative. Genome
sequencing has led to the discovery of a vast number of SNPs. To date, over 12 million
SNPs in the human genome are referenced in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) dsSNP database build 126
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/). The dense coverage has made SNPs the
molecular marker of choice in genetic mapping. The following section will discuss the
use of SNP genotyping in cancer research, in genome-wide and regional candidate
mapping studies. A description in the different genotyping methods will then follow.
Applications in cancer research
Genome-wide loss of heterozygosity (LOH) mapping
LOH maps can be used to infer tumor suppressor gene locations. In humans, most LOH
events are not to be associated with copy number changes and would be missed by CGH
(Huang et al. 2004; Beroukhim et al. 2006). LOH can be identified by analyzing SNPs
within the tumor and normal DNA of the same individual. Early efforts to use SNPs for
high-density LOH mapping included studies on lung cancer, neurofibromatosis type 2,
and esophageal adenocarcinomas (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2000a; Mei et al. 2000). Regions
of allelic imbalance could be identified in each case. Recently, using SNP arrays as a
detection platform (described in a later section) and algorithms to integrate signal
intensities to allelic calls, copy number information can be viewed along the LOH data,
allowing the distinction of copy neutral LOH, copy number loss associated LOH, or copy
number gain associated allelic imbalances (Bignell et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2004; Zhao et
al. 2005). The power of bioinformatics has also allowed LOH regions to be inferred from
tumor samples without paired normal DNA using high-density SNP genotyping data
(Beroukhim et al. 2006); such would be impossible without a high-resolution mapping
tool. Aside from identifying candidate tumor suppressor gene region, LOH data can also
be used for tumor classification, as shown by the LOH-based clustering of non-small cell
lung cancer vs. small cell lung cancer samples (Janne et al. 2004).
Genome-wide mapping of cancer susceptibility loci in population studies
Aside from LOH mapping, SNP genotyping is also a powerful tool in linkage or linkage
disequilibrium studies that attempt to map disease genes using a family-based approach.
Genome-wide mapping can be enhanced by the availability of high-throughput, high-
density SNP genotyping techniques. A traditionally popular marker set for mapping is the
ABI Prism Mapping Set (Applied Biosystems), which consists of microsatellite markers
at 10cM apart. Genome-wide SNP mapping panel such as the Affymetrix GeneChip
(discussed below) allows simultaneous anlaysis of 10OK SNPs, which means markers are
spaced at 0.34cM on average. A linkage study on prostate cancer has compared the used
of SNPs and microsatellite markers in mapping(Schaid et al. 2004). The denser SNP
markers indeed allowed the authors to get a better linkage resolution and identify more
linkage peaks on multiple chromosomes. Genome-wide SNP based linkage studies have
also been performed in other familial cancer cases including hereditary mixed polyposis
syndrome (HMPS) (Cao et al. 2006) and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Sellick et
al. 2005). For non-familiar cases, studies done by genome-wide SNP mapping of disease
susceptibility loci have been performed on breast cancer (Ellis et al. 2006), Bloom
syndrome and hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) (Mitra et al. 2004).
Candidate loci were identified in each case; in the Bloom syndrome study, a single locus
TSC0754862 was pinpointed (Mitra el al. 2004).
Narrowing down candidate regions with SNPs
Aside from genome-wide mapping, the high density of SNPs makes them the ideal
genetic marker for narrowing down candidate regions. One candidate region that remains
to be delineated is chromosome 3p, where LOH in multiple areas have been implicated in
various cancers including over 90% of all lung cancers (Zabarovsky et al. 2002).
While most older studies have approached the delineation problem with microsatellite
markers, attempts to identify candidate tumor suppressor genes on chromosome 3p by
SNP-based LOH mapping have begun (Tai et al. 2006). A linkage study that aims to
scale down candidate tumor susceptibility region on 3p has also been performed on
prostate cancer patients (Larson et al. 2005). In addition to delineating large
chromosomal regions, gene specific studies to associate particular SNPs with a functional
role in cancer have also proved to be informative. One recent study of such kind was
performed on CHK2 in order to identify SNPs that can affect breast cancer susceptibility
(Einarsdottir et al. 2006).
SNP genotyping approaches
The potential of exploiting SNPs as markers has stimulated a multitude of imaginative
approaches to genotype them (Syvanen 2001; Engle et al. 2006). The choice of a
genotyping protocol depends largely on the need of the research and the resources
available. As discussed above, various types SNP-based studies can be performed in
cancer research. A genome-wide study will put high throughput as top priority while a
regional study will benefit from a highly flexible assay in order to genotype the SNPs of
choice. The following section is a discussion on the scientific principles behind current
SNP genotyping methods. Accuracy and robustness of an assay depend largely on the
underlying reaction biochemistry. Then, the format and readout of the assay will
determine what instruments are necessary and thus affect the ease of use, throughput, and
cost. My discussion will be therefore divided into these two parts. In practice, because of
the immense value of SNP genotyping in biomedical research, many assays have been
commercialized. Table 1 is a summary of the working principles behind some
commercial assays.
Table 1: Decoding commercial buzzwords in SNP eenotvping
Assay
tradename
GeneChip
Genorama
GoldenGate
Invader
iPLEX
LightCycler
MassEXTEND
PinPoint
SNaPshot
SNPlex
SNPstream
Company
Affymetrix
Asper
Illumina
Third Wave Technology
Sequenom
Roche
Sequenom
Applied Biosystems
Applied Biosystems
Applied Biosystems
Orchid/Beckman
Working Priniciples*
ASO array hybridization
APEX
OLA+ASO+microbeads on microarray
Invasive cleavage
SBE+MALDI-TOF
FRET
primer extension+MALDI-TOF
primer extension+MALDI-TOF
SBE+capillary electrophoresis
OLA+capillary electrophoresis
SBE+microarray
* ASO=allele-specific oligonucleotides
APEX=array-based primer extension
OLA=oligonucleotide ligation assay
SBE=single-based-extension
FRET=fluorescent resonance energy transfer
MALDI-TOF=-matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight
Hybridization
Allele-specific oligonucletide (ASO)
In differentiating SNP alleles, two ASO probes are used, each with a different allele of
the SNP that is usually in the central region. Probe binds stably to the match allele but
less so to the mismatch (Saiki et al. 1988).
Enzymatic approaches
Restriction enzyme
The sensitivity of restriction endonucleases to distinguish short and defined sequences
can be exploited. Restriction site length polymorphism (RFLP) is the historical method
for genotyping SNP. At where a SNP changes a restriction enzyme site, a different
digestion pattern can be seen(Syvanen 2001).
Allele-specific amplification (ASA) or Primer extension
This is a DNA polymerase-based method using two probes with a discriminating base at
or near the 3'ends. When primers match the target, Taq polymerase catalyzed extension
can occur (Waterfall and Cobb 2001).
Single-base extension (SBE)
In SBE or mini-sequencing, a primer is designed to anneal immediately upstream to the
base of the SNP. A polymerase reaction is performed to extend the primers by one base
with didedoxynucleotides at the SNP site (Sokolov 1990; Syvanen et al. 1990).
Combined hybrdization-based/enzvmatic approaches
Oligonucleotide-ligation assay (OLA)
This assay involves a pair of probes with an allele-discriminating base at one end (either
5' or 3') and another oligonucleotide ending at the base adjacent to the SNP. Ligase
mediates joining of the oligonucleotide to the probe that matches the allele(Landegren et
al. 1988).
Invasive cleavage assay
The assay employs the use of Flap endonuclease (FEN), an enzyme that recognizes and
cleaves the 'flap' that results from the binding of two overlapping oligonucleotides to the
same target DNA with perfect match. To exploit this property of FEN to discriminate
SNP, three oligonucleotides are employed: one pair of probes containing an internal
allele-discriminating base, and an 'invader' oligonucleotide that can bind to target
sequence on the 3' side of the SNP. When there is a perfect match, the 'flap' of the probe
will get cleaved (Olivier 2005).
Comments on the different biochemistries
The accuracy of hybridization approaches depends largely on binding specificity. As
such, attempts have been made to use probes with special nucleotides that can bind to
complementary DNA tighter. The increase in stability can improve the allele-
discriminating ability of the probe. TaqMan MGB probes that bind to minor groove of
DNA is one example (Kuimelis et al. 1997). Syntheic nucleotide analogs including
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) (Ross et al. 1997) and locked nucleic acid (LNA) (Orum et al.
1999) have also been used. PNAs are analogs with uncharged polyamide backbones
(Ross et al. 1997) while LNAs contain an extra 2'-0, 4'-C-methylene bridge on the ribose
ring of the nucleotide (Orum et al. 1999).
For the enzymatic or combined approaches, accuracy much depends on the fidelity of the
enzyme. DNA polymerases for SBE are very accurate. SBE assays are already used
widely with various platforms e.g.(Nikiforov et al. 1994; Shumaker et al. 1996; Syvanen
1999), while the newer approaches --OLA and invasive cleavage -- are gaining
acceptances as well.
Detection principles
The basis of detection dictates what assay platforms will be required. The two in
conjunction affect how sensitive and quantitative the assay is.
Fluorescence
Fluoresence allows quantification and differentiation of alleles. In SBE, different
fluoroscein labeled nucleotides can be used for incorporationg. Alternatively, targets can
be fluorsencently labeled and amount of binding is measured (such as in 2-D
microarrays). On the flip side, probes fixed on different fluorescently labeled microbeads
is an alternative arraying format.
FRET
When two fluorophores with overlapping excitation and emission spectra are in close
proximity, FRET can occur. FRET is the principle behind TaqMan (Applied Biosystems)
probes (Livak et al. 1995; Livak 1999) and Molecular Beacon probes, and in LightCycler
assay (Roche). In a TaqMan assay, two probes with different fluorescent dyes at 5' and a
3' quencher are used. Each probe has a discriminating base for each SNP allele. During
PCR, probe with a mismatch will be displaced without cleavage while the matched probe
gets cleaved, giving out fluorescence signal that gets monitored in real time(Livak et al.
1995; Livak 1999). In a Molecular Beacon assay, two probes with different fluorescent
dyes at 5' and a 3' quencher are also used. Molecular Beacons are hairpin probes that
contain a sequence complementary to target DNA (Tyagi and Kramer 1996; Tyagi et al.
1998). When the probe binds to perfectly matched target, the hairpin opens up to give up
fluorescence. The LightCycler (Roche) assay is similar to TaqMan, but instead of using a
single probe, LightCycler uses two different labeled probes binding to adjacent DNA
sequences and one contains an allele-specific base (von Ahsen et al. 1999).
Fluorescence polarization (FP)
A DNA binding dye such as SYBR Green can be included in the reaction to detect
formation of the product. Fluoresence polarization (FP) can also be used. The method
uses polarized light to excite a fluorophore. The direction of emission depends on mass of
the molecule, making it able to monitor the change in product size (Germer et al. 2000).
Mass spectrometry (MS)
Mass changes can be measured by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-
flight (MALDI-TOF) spectrometry. MALDI-TOF MS is highly sensitive and can resolve
the smallest nucleotide difference, which is that of 9Da between A and T (Edwards et al.
2005). Thus, MALDI-TOF MS can assay which ddNTP was added to an SBE primer. In
addition, SBE primers of varying lengths can be resolved, enabling multiplexing of
reactions (Ross et al. 1998; Bray et al. 2001).
Chemilluminescence
Pyrosequencing is one example of chemilluminescence-based method (Langaee and
Ronaghi 2005). It is a way to perform SBE. It is a system that measures the released
pyrophosphate during addition of nucleotide, added one by one in specific order. The
pyrophosphate is converted to ATP by ATP sulfurylase, and light is generated from ATP
by luciferase. Degradation of the added nucleotide by apyrase frees up the template for
next nucleotide addition round.
Chemogenic signal
Hapten-labelled nucleotides can be used for SBE. Hapten can be recognized by
antibodies conjugated by enzyme that catalyzes light product formation like in an ELISA
(Friedhoff et al. 1993).
Nanoparticles
Quantum dots
Quantum dots are microfabricated nanoparticles that can be synthesized to emit very
bright fluroscence at any wavelength, as emission is dependent on their sizes (Waggoner
2006). In SNP detection, the proof-of-concept use of quantum dots in place of traditional
fluorophore has been demonstrated (Han et al. 2001). Quantum dots were able to increase
detection sensitivity and multiplexing capability of assay (Xu et al. 2003).
Gold nanoparticles
The intense scattering of absorbed light by gold nanoparticles due to surface plasmon
resonance can also be a way to enhance detection signal(Taton et al. 2000). Similar to
quantum dots, gold particles have the potential to replace fluorophores to improve SNP
detection sensitivity (Taton et al. 2000).
Assay platforms
Detection principle dictates the choice of platforms. The choice of platform determines
the fixed cost and affects sensitivity and accuracy of detection. The accessibility of
specific platforms can limit the choice of a researcher.
Solid phase:
Dot blots and reverse dot blots
They are the classic methods for hybridizing ASO (Saiki et
blot, target DNA is bound on nitrocellulose or nylon
radiolabeled allele-specific oligonucleotides. Reverse is
Thermodynamics of binding between nucleotide strands
al. 1988). In a traditional dot
filters and is probed with
done in reverse dot blots.
is not only affected by the
single-base difference but also the surrounding sequence. Hybridization conditions differ
for different probe-target pairs. The use of tetramethylammonium chloride (TMAC) as
the hybridization solution has greatly increased the thermal stability range of
oligonucleotides, allowing a universal hybridization condition (current protocols of
molecular biology).
Microarrays
Microarrays allow simultaneous analysis of a large number of markers . Classicaly these
are 2-D glass slides containing bound DNA probes in the form of fixed arrays. Data are
obtained from scanned images. Microarrays can be used as a physical platform for
hybridization or as a reaction platform for in-situ biochemistry.
The first usage essentially evolves from the reverse dot blotting principle(Southern et al.
1992). One subtype is to attach ASO probes to the glass slide and allow hybridization of
fluorescently labeled DNA with the SNP targets (Ranade et al. 2001). To circumvent the
thermodynamic differences between different probe-target pairs, more than one probe per
SNP can be used. For instance, the Affymetrix GeneChip system uses tens to hundred of
ASO probes for each SNP. The other subtype of hybridization-based microarrays is to
use different bound probes to fish for the SNP products resulting from one of the
enzymatic reactions described. A new array format using microelectrodes to immobilize
DNA has been developed by Nanogen. By controlling the current, binding and washing
of DNA can been expedited. Application of such chip in hybridization-based SNP
detection has been proven to be robust (Gilles et al. 1999).
Aside from being a hybridization scaffold, microarrays can also be used as a platform to
carry out SBE and OLA. SBE can be performed as an arrayed primer extension (APEX)
reaction, in which primers for extension are fixed on a glass slide (Shumaker et al. 1996);
polymermase and labeled ddNTPs are added to allow SBE reaction to proceed. As for
the detection of OLA products, microarrays can be used to immobilize one of the ligation
probes and allow OLA reaction to happen on the slide (Gerry et al. 1999).
Microbeads
Microbeads are small particles that can be linked to a probe. They are essentially a
flexible form of a microarray, allowing flexibility in the assay design. SBE (Chen et al.
2000)and OLA (lannone et al. 2000) can be performed in fashions analogous to mixed
microarrays. Hybridization kinetics is believed to be better on microbeads than on
traditional planar microarrays, as beads can freely move in solution. Individual bead
identification depends on the bead properties. One class is differentially labeled with
fluorophores, which can be sorted by FACs (Chen et al. 2000; lannone et al. 2000).
Beads barcoded with bound oligonucleotides can be coupled to a planar array for
detection (Shen et al. 2005).
Solution phase:
Electrophoresis
To detect SBE products, capillary electrophoresis can be used to detect single base
extension product from different fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotides. Capillary
electrophoresis can be performed using channel capillaries as in a standard sequencing
machine or on a microplate.
Gradient separation
One form of gradient separation is dynamic allelic-specific hybridization (DASH), in
which a double-stranded DNA binding dye is used to monitor hybridization dynamics
over a sweeping gradient of temperature, allowing more robust genotyping (Prince et al.
2001). An analogous idea using an electric field has also been reported (Sosnowski et al.
1997). Specialized instruments are required to set up these gradients.
Comments on SNP genotyping
The utilities of SNP genotyping in cancer research are wide. The number of approaches
to genotype them seems to be bound only by human imagination. As mentioned, the
choice of genotyping methods depends on the need of the experimenter. A whole-genome
study will require a high-throughput format such as a microarray-based assay. The
Affymetrix GeneChip has been the choice of most current whole-genome studies.
Another highly multiplexed assay ideal for whole-genome studies is Illumina's
GoldenGate assay, which combines microbeads and microarray on an array of arrays
format (Table 1). Currently, a 100K GeneChip is available from Affymetrix and a 4.7K
SNP linkage panel is available from Illumina (Matsuzaki et al. 2004; Murray et al. 2004).
Capital investment required is the constraint. Other options such as electrophoresis based
detection assays may provide the more cost-effective alternatives for smaller-scale
studies. Other considerations in choosing an assay include the quantity and quality of the
available DNA. While genome amplification and complexity reduction methods have
been developed for the current methods of SNP genotyping (Jordan et al. 2002; Barker et
al. 2004), new detection means such as nanoparticles may make future assays sensitive
enough to be performed on minute amount of samples without pre-processing. The
rapidly evolving SNP genotyping technologies will hopefully lead to many cancer
genomic discoveries in the years to come.
Digital Karyotyping
Aside from array CGH and SNP genotyping, another new genome analysis tool based on
the genome sequence is digital karyotyping. The basic concept of digital karyotyping is
similar to serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) (Velculescu et al. 1995). As
described by Wang et al. 2002, digital karyotyping involves isolation of 21bp short
sequence tags from specific locations in the genome. Isolated tags are ligated into a
concatenated form called 'ditags', which are then amplified by PCR en-masse and
sequenced. Individual tags are digitally extracted from sequence data and matched on
chromosomes. Tag densities along chromosomes are used to evaluate DNA content
(Wang et al. 2002). Digital karyotyping is a powerful tool that has enabled the discovery
of several specific cancer-associated gene amplifications, such as those of the homeobox
gene OTX2 in medulloblastoma (Boon et al. 2005), Notch3 and the chromatin remodeling
gene Rsf-1/HBXAP in ovarian cancer (Shih Ie et al. 2005; Park et al. 2006). The biggest
limitation to perform digital karyotyping is cost.
Emerging Approaches to analyze the Sequenced Genome
In the previous section, a few emerging technologies: array CGH, SNP genotyping
platforms, and digital karyotyping, have been described. These technologies provide
means to analyze cancer genomes in a systematic fashion. Another set of opportunities
involves approaching the available genome sequence in new ways. I will first describe
the resequencing of certain genes in the human genome to identify cancer-related
mutations and then the comparative genomic approach by studying animal cancers.
Genome resequencing
Mutations in signaling pathways involved in cell proliferation, cell death and cell
differentiation are thought to be key in cancer. Resequencing of genes and gene families
involved in these pathways has been pursued to systematically identify cancer-causing
mutations. One of the first studies by Davis et al. coupled a heteroduplex-electrophoresis
method with direct sequencing. They identified BRAF mutation in >60% of melanomas
and at lower frequency in other cancers such as colorectoal cancer and non-small cell
lung cancer (Davies et al. 2002). Subsequent exon resequencing experiments have
focused on protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs), protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3Ks), identifying numerous cancer-specific mutations
including PTPRT, EGFR, ERBB2, and PIK3CA (Paez et al. 2004; Samuels et al. 2004;
Stephens et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004). Resequencing the genome in a systematic
manner is proving to be a fruitful approach.
Comparative Cancer Genomics
A comparative approach to study cancer is not a new idea. Many carcinogens in humans
can similarly induce cancers in animals ---the first demonstration was tumor induction on
rabbit ears from coal tar. Animal models of cancer can serve many research purposes:
testing carcinogens, studying tumor biology, testing therapeutics etc.. The complete
genome sequences of many model organisms are now available. Comparative analyses
between genomes of different species have become feasible. In cancer research,
comparative genomic studies are valuable in two major ways: 1) in validating animal
models through an assessment of their degree of genetic resemblance to human disease
and 2) in identifying genes and/or gene sets that are common to the model organism and
human tumorigenesis.
Mouse cancer genomics
The genetic tractability of the mouse has made it an important animal model to study
cancer (Van Dyke and Jacks 2002). A good mouse model should share phenotypic and
genetic similarities to the human cancer it mimics (Hann and Balmain 2001). Genomics
has aided the comparison of mouse models at both levels. Phenotypically, the use of
global gene-expression as a validation tool between mouse and human cancers has been
demonstrated (Sweet-Cordero et al. 2005). In addition, Sweet-Cordero et al. have shown
that genome-wide gene expression data from controlled mouse experiments can help to
filter molecular data from human samples. Genetically, a similar comparison can be
performed using genomics tools that assess global genetic alterations. As in human
cancers, chromosomal abnormalities have long been observed in tumors developed in
mice (Sasaki 1982; Liyanage et al. 1996). In the past few years, the sequencing of the
mouse genome has demonstrated the high-degree of conservation between mouse and
human genomes and spurred the development of high-resolution tools to characterize
genetic lesions in mouse tumors.
The mouse genome
The first complete sequence of the mouse was published in 2002 (Waterston et al. 2002).
Some observations by the authors are summarized below. The mouse genome is slightly
smaller than the human genome (2.5Gb vs. 2.9Gb) but contains about the same number
of genes (30,000), while 80% of the mouse genes have a single identifiable ortholog in
human. At a gross chromosomal level, 75 million years of independent evolution has
resulted in many large-scale rearrangements but local gene orders are mostly maintained.
In fact, about 90% of the mouse and human genomes can be divided into regions of
conserved of synteny (i.e. same thread), where local structure is intact. The total amount
of ~350 conserved syntenic segments have been evolutionarily shuffled throughout the
mouse and human genomes.
In thinking about comparative cancer genomics, the conservation of genes at 1:1 ratio
suggests similar sets of genes likely control the same cellular processes in the two
species. In addition, the partitioning of syntenic regions on different chromosomes
provides a framework to assess the relative importance of each region in the other
species.
Analyzing the mouse cancer genome
As in the old days of human cancer research, cytogenetics was the most accessible means
to perform genomic analyses. Unlike human chromosomes, mouse chromosomes are
acrocentric and similar in size. Karyotypic analysis in mouse cells were difficult until the
development of chromosome painting techniques such as spectral karyotyping (Liyanage
et al. 1996). In more recent years, mouse genome sequence availability has led to new
tools for analysis. For copy number study, multiple array CGH platforms have been
developed and the competition for better resolution has been fierce: starting from a
custom-made BAC array covering the genome at 2-20Mb resolution (Hodgson et al.
2001), followed by BAC arrays with 1K probes (Cai et al. 2002), 2K probes (Snijders et
al. 2005), 3K probes (Chung et al. 2004), and 19K probes (Li et al. 2004). The 19K array
has clones spaced -39kb throughout the genome (Li et al. 2004). Oligonucleotide CGH
arrays have also been applied for mouse genome analysis: 20K array made by Agilent
was reported to have a -50kb genomic resolution (Brennan et al. 2004) while a non-
commercially made 20K array has also been reported (van den Ijssel et al. 2005).
Oligonucleotide arrays with> 40K probes are now available in the market. As for LOH
mapping, several genome-wide SNP genotyping methods have been developed for the
mouse (Petkov et al. 2004a; Owens et al. 2005; Moran et al. 2006). However, report that
uses SNP in genome-wide LOH mapping in the mouse has not been made.
While new genomic tools for mouse tumor analysis are being refined or developed, a step
back to summarize current data from mouse tumor genome studies would be appropriate.
Genetically engineered mouse cancer models enable the study of tumorigenesis in a
controlled and reproducible fashion. Cooperating genetic lesions that enhance the
tumorigenicity of the initiating mutant cells can be analyzed by array CGH. Several
generalizations can be made from studying these models. First, large-scale chromosomal
lesions appear to be predominant in telomerase active mice but the occasionally observed
focal lesions have been helpful in pinpointing genetic regions important for
tumorigenesis (Hodgson et al. 2001; Hackett et al. 2003). On the other hand, mice with
dysfunctional telomeres exhibit a wider range of chromosomal abnormalities including
more focal lesions (O'Hagan et al. 2002). Secondly, genetic background affects the
lesions that are present (Hager et al. 2004). Thirdly, expression timing of the initiating
mutation in a genetically engineered model can also influence the genetic alterations
appeared (Hager et al. 2004). Finally, aside from identifying cancer genes, array CGH
data can be used to classify tumors (O'Hagan et al. 2003). Some details leading to these
sweeping statements are discussed below in the light of genetically engineered mouse
models of various types cancers, including: 1) pancreatic islet carcinoma; 2) melanoma;
3) neuroblastoma, and 4) carcinomas including breast, colon, and skin tumors.
Pancreatic islet carcinoma model
The RIP-Tag mice express SV40 T antigens (Tag) under the control of the rat insulin
promoter (RIP). In the initial pancreatic islet carcinoma study in RIP-Tag mice by
Hodgson et al., most copy number alterations were observed to span large chromosomal
areas but a focal lesion as small as ~3Mb could be detected on chromosome 16. That had
allowed the authors to narrow down a previously known LOH region in the area that is
syntenic to chromosome 3q in human (Hodgson et al. 2001). In addition, new
observations of other recurrent chromosomal copy number changes let the authors
identify a few candidate oncogenes or tumor-suppressor genes (Hodgson et al. 2001),
illustrating the potential value in performing genomic analysis on mouse tumors. A later
CGH study on the islet tumors showed that RIP-Tag mice on FVB/N, C57B1/6, and
C4Heb/Fe backgrounds develop tumors with different copy number change spectra,
suggesting the influence of genetic background (Hager et al. 2004). This is analogous to
the varying susceptibility to different cancers within the human population. Another
interesting finding in the islet cell cancer model was the timing effect of T-antigen
expression on the copy number alterations seen (Hager et al. 2004). The authors proposed
changes in tumor microenvironment at different time points can impose a different set of
selection criteria on tumor cells.
Melanoma model
Melanomas develop in a RAS-induced pl19Af-/- mouse model spontaneously but are
accelerated by UV irradiation (Kannan et al. 2003). A use of array CGH data is tumor
classification, as demonstrated in the classification of UV-induced vs. non-UV induced
melanomas in these mice (O'Hagan et al. 2003).
Neuroblastoma model
Amplification of MYCN is frequently observed in human neuroblastoma (Brodeur et al.
1984). Neuroblastomas can be induced in mice by expressing human MYCN under a rat
tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) promoter (Weiss et al. 1997). By CGH, several recurrent
whole chromosomal gains and losses appeared to cooperate with MYCN to drive
tumorigenesis in this model (Hackett et al. 2003). More interestingly, Hackett et al. were
able to identify a minimally gained region on mouse chromosome 11 by aligning
recurrent focal gains that were observed. A syntenic comparison of the region allowed
delineation of a frequently gained region on human chromosome 17q to 15Mb (Hackett
et al. 2003).
Other carcinomas
Carcinomas are predominant in aging humans, but tumor spectrum in mice is skewed
toward a high incidence of lymphomas and soft tissue sarcomas (Artandi et al. 2000).
Mutating p53 and mTerc (telomerase RNA component) not only shifts the mouse tumor
spectrum to more human like but also leads to tumors with genetic aberrations more like
those seen in human cancers; frequent aneuploidy, unbalanced translocations,
amplifications and deletions are seen in tumors of these mice in the breast, colon, and
lung (Artandi et al. 2000; O'Hagan et al. 2002). Significantly, genomic analysis by CGH
suggested some of the recurrent copy number changes are syntenic to changes frequently
seen in human cancers (O'Hagan et al. 2002).
What's now and what's next for mouse cancer genomics
Mouse models of cancer have become an integral part of cancer research for studying
tumor biology and testing therapeutics. Using genomic analysis tools such as array CGH,
the models can be validated for their degree of genetic resemblance to humans and be
used to pinpoint the critical changes in human cancers. In addition, the availability of
whole mouse genome sequence has made whole-genome association studies feasible in
mice, easing the discovery of disease loci.
Dog cancer genomics
Aside from the mouse, the value of the domestic dog in cancer research is becoming
realized. To complete the discussion on comparative cancer genomics, I will briefly
mention the role of dogs in cancer research.
The availability of many inbred strains has greatly facilitated mouse genetics. For dog,
the extensive breeding of dogs through history has created many purebred strains.
Genetic studies can be performed with less genetic background noise. In addition, many
of these pure breeds show different susceptibility to diseases including cancer (Lindblad-
Toh et al. 2005). As in mouse and humans, genetic association studies can be performed
in dogs to identify genetic susceptibility loci.
The dog genome sequence is now complete (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005). The dog and
human genomes sequence are highly homologous; over 90% of the dog sequence lies in
regions of conserved synteny with humans. As in the case between human and mouse,
segments of synteny are distributed throughout each of the dog and human genomes
during evolution, enabling a comparison of the relative role of individual syntenic
segment in each species.
Like in human and mouse, recurrent chromosome aberrations have been observed in
canine tumors (Dunn et al. 2000; Thomas et al. 2003; Milne et al. 2004). Characterization
of genetic abnormalities may aid the discovery of orthologous cancer genes in humans.
Recently, a 2-Mb resolution BAC microarray has been developed for CGH analysis of
dog tumors (Thomas et al. 2005). The authors reported an osteosarcoma case that
exhibited a wide range of abnormalities. Ongoing studies by the authors on a range of
canine cancers including lymphoma, leukemia, osteosarcoma, and brain tumors were
noted. In the years to come, a three-way comparison of tumor genomics between human,
mouse, and dogs might yield interesting clues about the tumorigenesis process.
Outlook
Cancer genome sequencing
Genomic analysis is instrumental for the discovery of many underlying mutations in
cancer. Some of the early discoveries of oncogenes have led to the development of a new
class of target cancer drugs such as Gleevec and Herceptin. Evolving genomic
technologies have provided the platforms further insights. It is worth mentioning that on
December 13, 2005, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the National Human
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) launched a pilot project to build The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA). It is an initiative to apply genome analysis technologies,
including large-scale genome sequencing, to study cancer. According to the mission
statement, the goal of the pilot is to "assess the feasibility of a full-scale effort to
systematically explore the entire spectrum of genomic changes involved in human
cancer" (NCI 2005). Future years in cancer genetics will likely be exciting.
Thesis Scope
The work presented in this thesis took a comparative approach to study cancer. Genomic
studies were performed on mouse tumor models using two evolving tools: ROMA in
characterizing copy number changes and genome-wide SNP genotyping in uncovering
LOH regions. While the human ROMA platform has shown promise in delivering high-
resolution data, the mouse version of ROMA needed to be tested for comparative
genomic analysis purposes. Likewise, although the abundance of SNPs has made them
valuable markers for LOH mapping in human tumors, the same concept had to be tested
in mice. In proving the concept, a new protocol of SNP genotyping in mice was worked
out. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the application of these two techniques in analyzing mouse
models that mimic human lung cancer and retinoblastoma. In both mouse models,
tumorigenesis was driven by mutations engineered in specific genes, KRas in the case of
lung cancer and Rb and p130 in the retinoblastoma model. Cooperating mutations that
arose in the initiating mutant cells during tumorigenesis were examined in this study by
the genomic tools described. Recurrent genetic changes could be detected in both models.
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Abstract
A wide range of copy number alterations in primary mouse tumors has been previously
documented, including single copy gain or loss of entire chromosomes, partial gain or
loss of a chromosome, high-amplitude focal amplifications, to low-level small deletions.
To cover this broad spectrum, a genome-wide high-resolution CGH tool would be
invaluable for mouse cancer DNA anlayses. Representational Oligonucleotide
Microarray Analysis (ROMA) employs an integrated genome complexity reduction step
that can enhance signal to noise ratio during genome hybridization. Among the many
CGH platforms for genome-wide copy number analysis studies in human, ROMA has
one of the highest resolving power averaging at 30kb (Lucito et al. 2003). We tested the
mouse version of ROMA on mouse retinoblasomas and lung adenomas. We were able to
detect a focal high-amplitude (>4.6fold) N-Myc amplification in retinoblastomas of a
Rb/p130 DKO model, as well as numerous whole-chromosomal gains and losses in the
same retinoblastoma sample set and in the lung tumors driven by a Kras mutation.
Introduction
Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH) is a technique that measures changes in the
amount of DNA throughout the whole genome. Chromosomal copy number imbalances
are commonly observed in cancer, particularly in carcinomas and these imbalances are
detectable by CGH. The format of CGH has evolved from using metaphase spreads to
microarrays as hybridization for differentially labeled tumor and normal genomes
(Kallioniemi et al. 1992). Several microarray formats have been developed using probes
that range from large-insert clones such as BACs (bacterial artificial chromosomes),
PACs (P1 artificial chromosomes), or YACs (yeast artificial chromosomes), single-
stranded DNA, cDNAs, and oligonucleotides (Solinas-Toldo et al. 1997; Pinkel et al.
1998; Pollack et al. 1999; Barrett et al. 2004; Dhami et al. 2005). Over the past few years,
BAC-based and oligonucleotide-based arrays predominate the race for better resolution.
Representational Oligonucleotide MicroArray (ROMA) is among one of the competing
technologies that has proven useful in detecting genetic lesions in cancer (Lucito et al.
2003). ROMA involves the generation of low-complexity representations of the genomes
to reduce hybridization noise. A sub-Mb resolution can be achieved (Lucito et al. 2003).
In many human cancers, large-scale chromosomal abnormalities are common but
identification of the critical regions is often difficult. Comparative genomic studies
between mouse and human may be one way to aid this search. Individual chromosomes
in the mouse can be delimited into regions of synteny that are conserved in human on
separate chromosomes. Given this structure and the high overall conservation between
mouse and human, genomic studies in mice may provide interesting insights into cancer-
associated genetic lesions in human.
The high-resolution ROMA technology has been translated for use in the mouse. In the
present study, we utilized this platform to characterize two different types of mouse
cancer: 1) retinoblastomas in mice doubly deleted for Rb and p130 in the retina
(MacPherson et al. submitted), and 2) non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in mice
conditionally expressing a KrasG' 2D mutant allele in the lung (Jackson et al. 2005). We
sought to characterize the genetic alterations that may cooperate with these initiating
genetic lesions. In humans, recurrent large-scale chromosomal imbalances have been
observed. In retinoblastomas, chromosomal gains include those in 6p, lq, 2p and loss is
frequently seen in 16q (Mairal et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2001; Lillington et al. 2003;
Zielinski et al. 2005). In NSCLC, chromosomal gains in lq, 3q, 5p, 8q, and losses in 3p,
8p, 9q, 13q, 17p have been identified (Balsara and Testa 2002). In this chapter, we report
the usefulness of ROMA in identifying single gene amplification as well as whole
chromosomal changes in tumor-derived DNA from these mouse models.
Results
Representational oligonucleotide microarray analysis (ROMA) is a tool to detect copy
number changes in the genome (Lucito et al. 2003). The technique involves the
hybridization of low-complexity representations of tumor vs. normal genomes to
oligonucleotide probes on microarrays (Figure 1). The usefulness of the ROMA platform
to detect DNA copy number changes has been demonstrated (Jobanputra et al. 2005).
Figure 1: Schematic for Representational Oligonucleotide MicroArray (ROMA)
analysis
A) Generation of low complexity representations (LCR) of the genomes. Tumor and
normal DNA was digested with BglI and amplified by linker-based PCR.
B) Tumor and normal LCRs were differentially labeled with Cy-5 and Cy-3
fluorescent dyes. Hybridization of the tumor vs. normal LCRs was performed on
84K oligonucleotide arrays. Each oligonucleotide was designed to bind selected
BglII fragments in the mouse genome.
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Groups in Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and Nimblegen Systems Inc. have since
translated the ROMA technique for genomic analysis in the mouse. This study reports the
implementation of ROMA to characterize copy number changes in tumor DNA from two
different mouse cancer models.
Detection of N-Myc amplification in mouse retinoblastomas
Retinoblastomas can be induced in mice with a retina-specific Rb deletion combined with
an inactivation of p130 (MacPherson et al., submitted). As described by the authors, in
this Rb/p130 DKO model, tumors could be consistently observed with a latency of
128±.18 days (means±s.d.). Early tumors arose in the periphery of the retina by PND21
when retinal development was completed. The tumors continued to progress in the adult
mice and filled the posterior and anterior chambers of the eyes. At the experimental end
point, tumors cells could be seen infiltrating the optic nerve. In addition, metastases to
lymph nodes were observed in 38% of the animals.
To identify genetic lesions that cooperate with Rb and p130 deletions in this
retinoblastoma model, ROMA was performed on 8 lymph node metastases. Observed
regions of copy number gain and loss are summarized in Table 1. Recurrent changes
included whole chromosome 1 and chromosome 12 gains, which was each found in 4/8
tumors. In addition, focal amplifications in 12qAl.1 was detected in DNA from three
tumors: 9806, 4836 and Drbl3. The amplicon sizes in the respective order were 1.9MB,
3.3Mb and 451kb with a 136kb minimal overlap, which harbors the N-myc oncogene
(Figure 2A and B). Amplification of N-Myc was verified by Southern blotting. 3/6 tumor
DNA samples in the Southern analysis have been profiled by ROMA, including those of
Table 1. Summary of chromosomal changes in 9 metastatic retinoblastomas from
Rb/pl30DKO mice.
tumor ID gain amplification loss
9806 1, 12 12qA1.1, 12qF2
7217 12
4834 10qA4qter 2, 12, 18, 9qA5.3qter, 4qB3qter
4726 1
4848 1, 12, 19
4827 12qF2, 12qCl
4836a* 1 12qA1.1, 3qf3, 12qF1-2 3qA3, 17qe2, 17qe1.1
drbl3* 12 12qA1.1
Amplicons at 12qAl.1 harboring N-myc gene are in bold
# Samples selected for ROMA analysis based on presence of N-myc amplification
detected by Southern blot
*Tail DNA used for ROMA hybridization was not from the tumor-containing mouse,
thus, polymorphisms could contribute to focal changes
Figure 2: Detection of N-Myc amplification in metastatic retinoblastomas
A) Whole-genome copy number ratio plot of Drbl3 tumor vs. normal DNA. The Y-
axis depicts the moving median fluorescence ratios of Cy5 labeled tumor to Cy3
labeled tail DNA. The X-axis is an index of the probes genomic order based on
the UCSC mouse May 2004 (mm5) annotated assembly. Whole chromosome 12
is increased in copy ratio (labeled). Within the chromosome, a focally amplified
region is also observed (arrow) and is mapped to 12qAl.1.
B) A minimally overlapping region of amplification at 12qA1.1 in 3 retinoblastomas
(9806, 4836, and drbl3). The 136kb core amplicon is highlighted in the zoomed-
in copy ratio plots of the 3 samples. The X-axis marks the nucleotide coordinates
on chromosome 12 and the Y-axis is fluorescence ratio. N-Myc is the only known
RefSeq gene residing in the area.
C) Southern analysis of N-Myc locus on DNA from 6 tumors. 3/6 tumors (Drbl3,
4836, and 4827) have been profiled with ROMA. To control for sample loading,
blot was re-probed for Rosa26 locus on chromosome 6, a chromosome that did
not show any copy number changes in the retinoblastoma samples. Relative signal
of N-Myc to Rosa26 probes was quantified on phosphorimages with the
ImageQuant software. Using wild-type spleen DNA as normal, fold of Myc
amplification is shown. Samples with high-magnitude amplification are marked
by asterisks.
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Drbl3 and 4836. A 4.6 and 15.7-fold increase of N-Myc copy number was seen in Drbl3
and 4836 tumor DNA respectively, confirming amplification data from ROMA (Figure
2C).
Detection of recurrent whole chromosomal changes in primary lung tumors
We performed a CGH study to identify genetic lesions that collaborate with a Kras
mutation during lung cancer development in the mouse. We also assessed if a germline
p53 mutation or loss can lead to different mutation spectra in these tumors.
An inducible KrasG12D mouse model was used for the study. To induce lung tumors,
KrasLSLGl2D;p53 +/+, KrasLSLG12D;p53 +/- and KrasLSLG12D;p53 R270H/+  mice were
intranasally infected with adenovirus Cre. 28 primary lung tumors were obtained from
animals between 22-24 weeks of age. The majority of the tumors were early-stage with
uniform nuclei, graded 1-2 according to the scale described in Jackson et al. 2005. As
shown in Table 2, only 3/28 tumors contained grade 3 characteristics and 1/28 tumor was
graded 4. The histological distribution is comparable between tumors coming from mice
of the 3 genotypes.
ROMA was performed to assess copy number alterations in tumors from mice of the 3
different genotypes. Tumor and normal DNA pairs were subjected to ROMA. Copy
number gains and/or losses were observed in 10 out of 28 tumors. These changes graded
2 or higher. Among the changes as summarized in Figure 3, whole chromosomal copy
alterations composed the majority. Chromosome 6 gain was the most frequent, found in
8/10 tumors that contained any changes. The second most common copy number
Table 2: Characteristics of lung tumors analyzed
The table lists the genotype of the mice from which individual lung tumors were
dissected out. Histological grading of the tumors was assigned using the criteria
described previously (Jackson et al. 2005). Tumors that exhibited any copy number
changes by ROMA are highlighted.
Mouse genotype Histology
Grade 0-1, some normal tissue attached
Grade 0-1, some normal tissue attached
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade
Grade
Grade
1-2
2
2
I26J5 1 KraS42 , p5.0a 1
1265a KrasG12D, p53R2 70H/+ Grade 1-2
1232c KrasG12D, p53R270H/+ Grade 1-2
1232a Kras , p53" ý +ý Grade 2
1291b Kras G12D , p 5 3R270H/+ Grade 2, infiltrating lymphocytes
1291a Kras "", p53"o Grade 2
1782a KrasG2D, p53R270H/+ Grade 2+-3
1782b Krasc, p53 + n/a
LKR10 KrasmA * tumor derived cell line
LKR13 Kras" 1 * tumor derived cell line
*LKR10 and LKR13 cell lines were derived from the same KrasLAl mouse.
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Figure 3: Summary of genetic changes seen primary lung tumors and lung tumor-
derived cell lines
Genetic changes observed in 9 of the tested tumors and 2 cell lines are summarized in a
grid. Each row is an individual sample. Genotypes of mice that gave rise to the tumors
were indicated. The two independently maintained cell lines LKR10O and LKR13 from the
same mouse had almost identical ROMA profiles. The cell lines likely have the same
clonal origin, thus their data are presented in same row (*) of this grid. The columns of
the grid represent different chromosomes. Grey boxes indicate silence; solid orange
means whole chromosomal gain; solid blue is whole chromosomal loss. Sub-
chromosomal gains and losses are illustrated with shaded orange and blue respectively,
and the region(s) altered are labeled inside the corresponding sample/chromosome box.
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alteration was chromosome 12 gain, which was found in 5/10 tumors. Other recurrent
changes in order of prevalence are chromosomes 19 gain (3/10), 3 gain (2/10), 16 gain
(2/10), 9 loss (2/10), and 11 loss (2/10). Interestingly, among the 28 tumors analyzed, one
tumor 1247d showed copy number changes in multiple focal regions. Representative data
are shown in Figure 4.
p53 loss or mutation has been shown to accelerate lung tumor progression in the Kras
mouse model. When compared to the lungs of KrasG12D;p53+/- mice,
Kras12D;p53R270H/ + lungs showed an increase in tumor number and an increased
proportion of higher grade tumors (Jackson et al. 2005). Because p53 functions in
multiple pathways that maintain genomic integrity, we questioned whether the
differences in lung tumorigenesis kinetics in KrasGl2D;p53+/+, KrasGl2D;p53+/- and
KrasG12D;p53R2 70H/ + mice can be explained by elevated genomic instability due to p53
loss or mutation. In our study, it appeared that histological grading best correlated with
the presence or absence of genetic changes, and that germline p53 genotype of the mice
did not affect the spectra of lesions significantly. Tumors that showed any changes were
of grade 2 or higher, with one exception, NT a, which contained a mix of grade 1 and 2
characteristics. The genotypes of mice that gave rise to the tumors did not appear to affect
this trend for the most part. The one note was while all grade 2-3 tumors in
KrasG2D;p53+/+ and KrasG12D;p53+/- mice exhibited ROMA changes, two lesions of
comparable grade Kras G2D;p5 3R270H/+ xsmice (1291a, 1782a) were silent. It remains
unclear whether this silence was due to the difference in genotype, or a result of varying
Figure 4: Representative ROMA moving median plots of lung tumors
A moving median plot shows Cy5 to Cy3 signal ratios of from labeled tumor vs. tail
DNA. The Y-axis is the logl0 fluoresence ratio and the X-axis is an index of the probes
genomic order, based on UCSC mouse May 2004 (mm5) annotated assembly. Data from
same chromosome are labeled with same color.
A) Moving median plot of 1247d tumor genome, representative of samples showing sub-
chromosomal gains and losses.
B) Moving median plot of NTla tumor genome, representative of samples showing
whole chromosomal gains and losses.
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stromal contamination in tumors that might have muted ROMA signals. Human
subjectivity in histological grading should also be considered.
Detection of focal changes in mouse lung cancer cell lines
In addition to the 28 primary lung tumors, we performed ROMA to analyze copy number
changes in two mouse lung cancer cell lines, LKR10 and LKR13. The cell lines were
derived from the tumor-bearing lungs of one LAl mouse, which carried a latent allele of
KrasG12D that got spontaneously activated by recombination (Johnson et al. 2001). In
DNA from both cell lines, ROMA detected increased copies of whole chromosomes 6
and 19, which also showed recurrent gains in the primary samples. In addition, ROMA
revealed multiple focal changes in DNA copy number in both cell lines that were unseen
in most of the primary tumors (Figure 3). The sizes of lesions range from 0.095 to 3.9Mb,
each containing one or more gene or EST. The changes were nearly identical in the two
cell lines, suggesting a common clonal origin. Apparent phenotypic differences of these
two cell lines were likely due to smaller-size genetic changes missed by ROMA and/or
epigenetic differences.
Common deletion of Csmdl in mouse and human lung cancer cell lines
We compared data from our mouse lung tumor set to ROMA data from a human lung
cancer cell line H460 (David Mu, unpublished data). Similar to the mouse LKR10 and 13
cells lines, H460 contains multiple focal copy number alterations. Syntenic regions
containing changes were compared. Intriguingly, the orthologs of CUB and sushi
multiple domains 1 (Csmdl) gene was reduced in copy number in mouse LKR10/LKR13
cell lines (Figure 5B) and human H460 cell line (Figure 5B). As one of the biggest genes,
Figure 5: Csmdl deletion in mouse and human lun2 cancer cell lines
A) ROMA moving median plot of chromosome 8 in mouse lung cancer cell line
LKR10O. A ~2Mb focal deletion was seen on chromosome 8: 15321241-17425932
(UCSC mouse May 04 assembly). Csmdl is the only known RefSeq gene present.
B) ROMA moving median plot of chromosome 8 of human lung cancer cell line
H460. A focal lesion was seen in chr8: 4743548-5613707 (UCSC human April 03
assembly), within an 8 p region that is conserved in synteny with mouse
chromosome 8. Csmdl is also the only known RefSeq gene present.
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Csmdl covers 1.64Mb in the mouse genome and 2.06Mb in human. Loss of human
chromosome 8p, where Csmdl resides, is a common event observed in -15% of lung
cancers and lung cancer cell lines (David Mu, unpublished data). The identity of the
critical tumor suppressor gene(s) in the region is still unclear. Csmdl is a potential
candidate, which has been found deleted or inactivated in cancer or tumor cell lines
(Scholnick and Richter 2003). We attempted to compare Csmdl expression level in
normal lung vs. lung tumors in datasets generated using gene expression microarrays
(Alice Shaw, unpublished). However, the absence of transcript signal in normal lung
made comparison difficult.
Discussion
In this study, we tested the application of the mouse ROMA platform to characterize
genetic alterations in retinoblastomas and lung adenocarcinomas in different genetically
engineered mouse models. We were able to detect various forms of copy number changes
including amplifications, deletions, and chromosomal gains and losses. We can hereby
compare our results to some of the common genetic changes in human cancers. Future
analysis using larger number of tumors via this strategy can thus be very informative.
On the technical capabilities of mouse ROMA platform
Array CGH analysis compares relative DNA sequence copy number between genomes.
The value of a platform depends largely on its spatial resolution. The detectable changes
in this study range from 95kb to whole chromosomal gains and losses. Among the sub-
Mb lesions detected and subsequently verified was an amplification of the N-Myc
oncogene in metastatic retinoblastomas, proving the usefulness of the mouse ROMA
platform. Several different kinds of array CGH platforms are available for genome-wide
studies in both mouse and humans. Arrays using BACs as probe elements are highly
sensitive but spatial resolution is limited by the size of BACs, which range from 150kb to
200kb (Pinkel and Albertson 2005). Short oligonucleotides can greatly reduce the limit,
despite its lower sensitivity needs to be compensated by the use of a higher amount of
DNA in hybridization and the averaging of signals from 3-5 adjacent probes to make a
reliable call (Pinkel and Albertson 2005). ROMA starts with a digestion-amplification
protocol from as little as 50ng of DNA to make representations, which reduce
hybridization noise by lowering genomic complexity (Lucito et al. 2003). Thus, while
ROMA requires little starting materials as needed for BAC arrays, it also takes advantage
of a sub-Mb resolution with an oligonucleotide array platform. This ability of the mouse
ROMA was demonstrated by the detection of N-Myc amplification in retinoblastomas.
The availability of both human and mouse ROMAs has opened a new avenue for
comparative genomic analyses. In many human cancers, large-scale chromosomal
abnormalities are common but delimitation of critical genetic regions is often difficult.
There are 300+ syntenic segments covering over 90% of the mouse and human genomes.
These conserved regions have been evolutionarily rearranged within and between
chromosomes. The shuffling has made the mouse genome useful in assessing the relative
importance of various syntenic segments that correspond to a large human chromosomal
area relevant in cancer. Indeed, CGH screens on mouse cancers have been performed to
delimit regions of genetic importance in the human disease (Hodgson et al. 2001; Hackett
et al. 2003). Continual development of mouse CGH platforms like ROMA in parallel to
human ones would enable more comparative studies to be done.
On the genetics of retinoblastomas
The Rb/p130 DKO mouse model developed tumors that histologically resemble human
retinoblastoma (MacPherson et al. submitted). ROMA was used to assess if the similarity
is also present at the genetic level. CGH and cytogenetic studies have suggested the
majority of human retinoblastomas contained chromosomal imbalance. Chromosomes 1 q
and 6p gains are the most frequent, found in over 50% of all human retinoblastomas
(Mairal et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2001; Lillington et al. 2003; Zielinski et al. 2005). In the
ROMA analysis of eight mouse retinoblastomas from Rb/pl30 DKO mice, gain of
chromosomes 1 and 12 were seen in half of the samples. Interestingly, mouse
chromosome 1 has three syntenic blocks on human chromosome 1q: 1q23.2-32, 1q32.1,
and 1q32.2-42.1. Extra copies of the same orthologous gene(s) in one or more of these
regions might be selected for in both mouse and human retinoblastomas. Some studies
suggested the minimal region of gain in human to be 1q31. Further experiments are
needed to determine if this is the case in our mouse model.
Mouse chromosome 12, also apparently gained in half of our tumor DNA samples, has a
region syntenic to human chromosome 2p. Furthermore, within chromosome 12, a
minimally overlapping region of 136kb was seen amplified with even higher magnitude.
The only known gene residing in this region is N-Myc. A common childhood nervous
system tumor, neuroblastoma, frequently has N-Myc amplification, which marks rapid
tumor progression (Brodeur et al. 1984). N-Myc overexpression has also been implicated
in other neuronal cancers including human retinoblastomas (Mairal et al. 2000). While
the amplification is often associated with gains of other genes on human chromosome 2p
(Mairal et al. 2000; Lillington et al. 2003; Zielinski et al. 2005), N-Myc appears to be the
critical gene in our mouse model. Our sample set contains only 8 late-stage metastatic
tumors, making an extended study necessary to establish the timing of the N-Myc
amplification.
On the genetics of lung adenocarcinomas
Our lab has described mouse models of lung cancer based on an expression of an
activated KrasG12D allele from its endogenous locus (Jackson et al. 2005). Microarray-
based gene expression analyses have been performed to assess the molecular similarity
between human lung cancer and tumors from a Kras-initiated mouse model (Sweet-
Cordero et al. 2005). At the genetic level, one CGH study was previously done with a 2K
BAC array platform on a set of Kras-induced lung tumors (Sweet-Cordero et al. 2006).
Among the 59 tumors analyzed in that experiment, recurrent whole-chromosomal
changes were detected but no focal copy number gains or losses could be seen. The
current study described in this chapter differed from the prior one in three major ways:
(1) a new technical platform was employed. With 84K arrayed oligonucleotides and a
protocol to enhance signal to noise ratios using genomic representations, ROMA has the
potential to provide an enhanced resolution to reveal focal changes that might be present.
(2) This study has encompassed tumors from mice with double Kras and p53 mutations
in the sample set, in order to assess if germline p53 status affects level or spectrum of
genetic alterations. (3) The current study analyzed tumors from inbred mice with a pure
129S4/svJae background, instead of mice from a C57BL6J x 129S4/SvJae Fl cross. It
has been suggested that genetic background can affect types of lesions in tumors. Of
particular note is that mitotic recombination can be suppressed in Fl hybrids from two
different parental strains.
Here, ROMA was used to analyze 28 Kras-induced mouse lung tumors and 2 tumor-
derived cell lines. In summary, we observed recurrent gains of chromosomes 3, 6, 12, 19
and losses of 9 and 11 in tumors that were graded 2 or higher using criteria set by Jackson
et al. 2005. Focal subchromosomal copy number changes were detected in one tumor and
the two LKR cell lines.
p53 and genetic changes in Kras-initiated lung cancer model
Despite a p53 germline lesion leads to more total tumors and more histologically
advanced tumors in the Kras-initiated lung cancer model, there was no striking difference
in mutation spectra of histologically comparable tumors from these mice. p53 can play a
role in inducing cell cycle arrest, senescence, and apoptosis in face of DNA damage. Its
loss can promote chromosomal instability and tumor progression in various mouse
models (e.g.(Hingorani et al. 2005)). In our study, a p53 mutation appears to mainly act
by providing a more permissive environment for the outgrowth of Kras mutant cells,
instead of altering the kinds of cooperative genetic elements Kras needs to drive tumor
progression.
Whole chromosomal copy changes
Changes in whole chromosome copy number constitute the overwhelming majority of
changes seen in the primary lung tumor samples. This suggests non-disjunction was a
major driver to create secondary lesions for Kras-initiated lung tumors to progress
beyond grade 2 in histology. The presence of chromosomal copy number changes in
almost all grade 2+ tumors has implied a selection of other genetic changes in the tumor
initiating Kras mutant cells. The recurrent whole chromosomal copy number changes
suggested gain or loss of one or more genes on these chromosomes might be important in
this model of lung cancer.
Chromosome 6 gain was seen in 80% of tumors with alterations found by ROMA. Mouse
chromosome 6 harbors the Kras gene, pulmonary adenoma susceptibility 1 (Pasl) locus,
and contains a region in synteny to a human 3q segment, all of which have been
implicated in lung cancer. It will be of particular interest to test whether the chromosome
6 gain consistently corresponds to a copy increase of the mutant Kras allele. The Kras
gene resides at the distal arm of chromosome 6. In vitro transformation of rodent cells
can be promoted by amplification of the mutant ras gene (Sorrentino et al. 1988). One
particularly intriguing experiment involved a study of Rat-1 cells engineered to express
an H-ras activating mutation from its endogenous locus. Cells heterozygous for the
mutation underwent spontaneous transformation at a low frequency, and most
transformed cells had the mutant allele amplified (Finney and Bishop 1993). Finally,
Kras amplification in human lung carcinoma has also been observed (Pulciani et al.
1985). On the other hand, other loci on chromosome 6 might have been selected in our
Kras-initiated tumors. For instance, Pasl is a quantitative trait locus that affects lung
cancer predisposition in mice. While Kras is the primary candidate, polymophisms in
other genes such as Las] and Lrmp have also been associated with lung cancer
susceptibility(Manenti et al. 2004). In addition, human chromosome 3q has been reported
to gain in copy in various subtypes of lung cancer including adenocarcinomas (Testa et
al. 1994; Pei et al. 2001; Balsara and Testa 2002; Garnis et al. 2006). Orthologous genes
within the syntenic regions might be important for tumorigenesis in both species.
Chromosome 12 gain was the second most frequent alteration, observed in 50% of all
analyzed samples containing any changes. Interestingly, both mouse chromosomes 12
and 6 have regions syntenic to human chromosome 7. Furthermore, the conserved areas
corresponding to the two mouse chromosomes tend to cluster adjacent to each other in
two major areas on chromosome 7. Polysomy of human chromosome 7, as well as
regional amplifications in both 7p and 7q arms have been seen in cytogenetic and array
CGH studies on lung tumors and tumor cell lines (Balsara and Testa 2002; Wong et al.
2003; Kim et al. 2005; Garnis et al. 2006). On 7p, one report has described 7p22.1-22.3
and 7pl 1.2-15.3 gains in over 80% of samples (Garnis et al. 2006). Coincidently, one
cluster with syntenic conservation to chromosome 6 and 12 happens to be within 7pl4-
22, which contains a many known genes including the developmentally important HoxA
gene cluster and beta-integrin 8. On the other arm 7q, areas with synteny include 7q22-
36.1, which harbors the T-cell recepter-beta gene cluster among others.
Among the chromosomal losses, chromosomes 9 and 11 were each reduced in copy in
two tumors. A distal part of chromosome 9 is syntenic to human chromosome 3p21-22.
Loss of human chromosome 3p is the most common event observed in lung cancer
(Zabarovsky et al. 2002). In particular 3p21 loss is observed as one of the earliest event,
which can be detected in the pre-malignant epithelium of smokers. As for chromosome
11, its distal arm has syntenic conservation to the entire human chromosome 17, where
p53 resides.
Sub-chromosomal copy changes
Despite being the minority, one tumor and the two LKR cell lines exhibited multiple
focal copy number changes. Some of the detected lesions were below 1 Mb in sizes. The
two LKR cell lines shared almost identical lesions, suggesting they have the same clonal
origin. A cell line represents a subclone within a tumor mass that got selected to expand
in tissue culture. Different sets of genetic criteria were likely required for during cell line
establishment vs. clonal outgrowth in vivo, which may explain the difference in kinds of
lesions observed. In addition, according to the clonal evolution model (Nowell 1976),
each tumor mass is likely a composite of heterogeneous subclones, which have individual
proliferation rates and fates under selection. The absence of focal ROMA signals in the
primary tumors does not directly imply the absence of focal lesions within its subclones.
Instead, alterations may mask each other inside a heterogeneous tumor. Data from
primary tumors are essentially an average of all the differences. In addition, ROMA lacks
the ability to detect general polyploidy or non-reciprocal translocations, both of which
will appear as constant total tumor to normal DNA ratios in all types of CGH studies.
Detectable focal changes can allow delineation of critical genetic elements. When we
compared ROMA datasets from the mouse LKR lung cancer cell lines to a human lung
cancer cell line, focal deletions involving the Csmdl mouse and human orthologs were
observed. While the physical loss of this locus still remains to be validated, ROMA
seemingly has the resolving power to reveal common orthologous changes down to a
single-gene level in a cross-species study. Future comparative genomic studies using
ROMA or other array CGH platforms will likely provide more molecular insights on
tumorigenesis.
Materials and Methods
Lung tumor DNA isolation
All mouse protocols were approved by the animal care committees at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. KRasLSLG12D, KRaSLSL G12D ; p53+/- and KRaSLSLG12D; p53 R270H/+
mice on a 129S4/SvJae background was infected with adenovirus Cre as described in
Jackson et al. 2005. Lung tumors were dissected from the lungs of mice 22-24 weeks
after infection. One portion of each tumor was fixed in formalin, sectioned in paraffin,
and stained in hematoxylin and eosin. Histological grading of each tumor was assigned
based on a 1-5 scale as described in Jackson et al.. Remaining tumor material was stored
at -800C prior to DNA isolation. Tail from each mouse was collected for use as normal
control. DNA was extracted from thawed tissues using reagents and protocols in
Puregene DNA isolation kit (Gentra Systems, Inc.). LKR10 and LKR13 mouse lung
cancer cell lines were derived from K-Ras LAl mouse on a 129S4/SvJae background.
Retinoblastoma tumor generation
As described in (MacPherson et al. submitted)), Pax6 a-enhancer Cre mice were bred
with Rb°ox/°ox; p130-/- animals. Mice were maintained on a mixed C57BL/6; 129SvJ;
FvB/n background. Late stage metatastic tumors were collected from mice at time of
sacrifice, 183±30 days of age. Samples were frozen at -800C until DNA isolation.
ROMA analysis
Genomic DNA from tumors and tails of corresponding mice were paired for each
experiment. DNA was digested with BglII to obtain low complexity representations
(LCRs) of the genomes. LCRs from tumor and normal tissues were differentially labeled
with Cy 5 and Cy3 respectively by random priming. The hybridizations to
oligonucleotide microarrays were performed as described in (Lucito et al. 2003).The
design of the mouse ROMA arrays is described elsewhere (Lucito et al., in preparation).
Array images were acquired with an Axon GenePix 4000B scanner. The raw array data
were globally normalized. A moving window of a 5 data-points was used to smoothen the
raw data by assigning the median value of the moving window to each central data-point.
Southern analysis
Genomic DNA was digested with EcoRI. N-Myc probe was a 1.1kB cDNA fragment
including sequence from exons 2 and 3 that was obtained by PCR of a mouse embryo
brain cDNA library using the following primers: 5'gaggacagcgcagataaagg and 5'
cctcactcctaatccggtc. Rosa26 probe hyrbidization to chromosome 6 was used as control
and performed as described in (Soriano 1999). Southern blotting was performed using
standard protocols. Blot was first probed with the N-Myc probe, stripped and rehybridized
to the Rosa26 probe to control for loading discrepancies. Band intensities on
phosphoimager scans were quantified using ImageQuant.
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Abstract
While the choice of human SNP genotyping methodologies is broad, few have been
applied for whole-genome analysis in the mouse. In this chapter, we presented a new and
validated protocol. We identified 358 published SNPs individually for polymorphism in
129S4/svJae vs. C57BL/6J strains and worked out a protocol to genotype a panel of 147
markers in the mouse using the SNaPshot TM (Applied Biosystems) genotyping system.
Our method uses a standard DNA sequencing machine to resolve single-base extension
(SBE) products of genotyped SNPs, enabling easy adaptation by most standard
laboratories. We tested the use of the assay as a mapping tool of LOH in mouse tumors.
We analyzed 20 lung tumor DNA samples from a Kras-driven mouse model of lung
cancer and detected several LOH markers including loss of wild-type p53.
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Introduction
Genetic alterations are the underlying cause of cancer. Cancer-causing genes can be
generally dividing into two categories: 'proto-oncogenes', which when activated by
mutation or overexpression can promote abnormal proliferation, growth, and differential,
and 'tumor suppressor genes', which when inactivated lose their normal regulatory roles
in these processes. In the classical 'two-hit' hypothesis, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) is
believed to promote cancer by inactivating tumor suppressor gene function (Knudson
1971). Genome-wide LOH screens by allelotyping are useful tools to identify loci that
may harbor tumor suppressors genes. (Sokolov 1990)
Mouse tumor models are valuable experimental tools to study human cancer genetics. In
many human cancers, large-scale chromosomal abnormalities are common but finding of
the critical regions is often difficult. Through evolutionary shuffling, most individual
chromosomes in one mammalian species can be delimited into regions of synteny that are
conserved in other species on separate chromosomes. This is true between human and
mouse. Given such syntenic structure and that >90% of the human genome is covered by
conserved areas in the mouse (Waterston et al. 2002), LOH studies of mouse cancer may
provide an invaluable perspective to delineate large human genetic lesions.
Genome-wide LOH screens have been performed on several mouse models of human
cancer (Dietrich et al. 1994; Radany et al. 1997; Herzog et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2002;
Benavides et al. 2003). LOH screens are traditionally performed with simple sequence
length polymorphism (SSLP) markers. Genotyping of SSLP using PCR can be performed
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by most laboratories without extensive capital investment but is cumbersome. Single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is becoming the marker of choice for various purposes
of genome-wide screening, due to its dense genome coverage and the availability of
several high-throughput genotyping methods. In the mouse, genome-wide SNP screens
have been performed to study haplotype structure (Wade et al. 2002; Wiltshire et al.
2003; Frazer et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2005), delineate strain relationships (Petkov et al.
2004b; Pletcher et al. 2004), and facilitate genetic mapping (Grupe et al. 2001; Pletcher et
al. 2004; Owens et al. 2005; Moran et al. 2006). In the screening of LOH regions in
mouse cancer, however, no report using SNPs as markers has been made to date.
Various methods of SNP genotyping have been recently developed (Syvanen 2001).
However, the cost of specialized instruments such as mass spectrometry machines may
set a barrier for performing SNP mapping studies. This chapter presents a multiplexed
protocol for genome-wide mouse SNP genotyping in mice using SNaPshot TM(Applied
Biosystems), which couples single-base extension (SBE) reactions to capillary
electrophoresis and fluorescence detection. The use of only standard PCR and sequencing
machines should make the assay adaptable for use by most laboratories. We tested the
protocol and the principle of using SNPs to identify LOH regions with a mouse lung
cancer model. Mice expressing a KrasG12D allele develops tumors that histologically
resemble human non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (Johnson et al. 2001) and share
similar gene expression profiles (Sweet-Cordero et al. 2005). We sought to characterize
genetic changes associated with these tumors. We observed several cases of whole-
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chromosomal LOH, suggesting other genetic factors can cooperate with a Kras mutation
in tumorigenesis in this model.
Results
Validation of SNPs in 129S4/SvJae vs. C57BL/6J strains
358 SNPs distinguishing C57BL/6J and 129/Sv or 129S1/SvImJ sub-strains were selected
from databases originating from two independent large-scale SNP discovery studies
(Germer et al. 2000; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2000b). We designed SBE assays to individually
test the genotypes of these chosen SNPs in C57BL/6J (B6) vs.129S4/SvJae (129S4)
DNA. Supplemental Table 1 lists the SNP genotyping results of DNA from B6 and
129S4 mice maintained in-house and those from B6x129S4 Fl hybrids. The B6 and
129S4 DNA used for this analysis did not come from true parental mice crossed to
generate the tested F1 hybrids. By our assay, a total of 172 SNPs were confirmed to be
polymorphic in B6 and129S4, as defined by observed heterozygosity in F1 and
homozygosity for different alleles between the parental strains. Among the unconfirmed
markers, 41 were found to be non-polymorphic, 31 appeared 'heterozygous' in 129S4, 31
looked 'heterozygous' in B6 (10 of which also 'heterozygous' in 129), 67 were
inconsistent among the three tested genotypes, and 25 failed genotyping. Our testing of a
different 129 sub-strain vs. B6 may explain why some markers are non-polymorphic.
Alternatively, the non-polymorphic markers may be false positives from the large-scale
discovery screens. The high number of 'heterozygous' markers in DNA from the inbred
strains was surprising. Cross hybridization of an SBE primer to another genomic position
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may produce two allelic peaks and a 'heterozygous' score. It is also possible that despite
extensive inbreeding, certain loci on the parental strains remain polymorphic, which may
result in the inconsistent genotypes between tested Fl hybrids and the non-biological
parental B6 and 129S4 strains inbred in-house. Nevertheless, 172 markers across the
mouse genome were individually validated to be polymorphic between the two tested
strains.
Establishment of a protocol for genome-wide multiplex SNP typing in the mouse
147 validated SNPs were chosen for genotyping in a multiplex fashion (Figure 1). The
positional distribution of SNPs in the mouse genome is illustrated in Figure 2. The mean
distance between markers was 14.5Mbp, and at least 2 SNPs were present in each of 19
autosomes (Table 1). A single-base extension method was used to genotype the SNP
panel. Schematic of the procedure is shown in Figure 1. The protocol employed 93 PCRs
to amplify the 147 SNP targets (Supplemental Table 2). Pooling of PCR products reduced
the number of subsequent SBE reactions to 15. The amounts of individual PCR products
in each pool were adjusted according to the strength of the PCRs. In each SBE reaction,
5-11 SNPs were genotyped with primers of varied lengths, resolvable by capillary
electrophoresis (Table 2). SBE primer concentration was adjusted to correct for
differential signal strength. A representative SBE reaction output is shown in Figure 3.
The relative height of the two allelic peaks from each marker was quantified on the
electrograph.
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Figure 1: Schematic for SNP eenotvying
A multiplex strategy was used to genotype 147 SNPs in the mouse genome. (A) 93 PCRs
were used to amplify genomic DNA containing 1-2 SNP targets in each reaction. Each
SNP is depicted as [allele 1/allele 2]. (B) PCR products were pooled as templates for each
single-base extension (SBE) reaction, in which fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotide
triphosphates were incorporated into primers of different lengths. 15 SBE reactions each
genotyping 5-11 SNPs were performed. (C) SBE products were resolved on an ABI 3700
capillary DNA sequencer.
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Figure 2: Positional representation of 147 screening markers in mouse genome
Positions of markers on chromosomes are based on UCSC mouse Feb 2006 (mm8)
assembly
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Table 1: Chromosomal distribution of SNP markers in the 2enome-wide screen
Chromosome
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Whole
Genome
Marker count
11
13
10
10
10
5
9
9
4
7
10
6
7
12
7
6
5
2
4
Minimum distance
(Mb)
0.50
0.00
0.47
0.56
0.33
14.26
0.26
0.04
0.29
3.65
0.06
4.37
12.61
0.54
8.73
2.26
8.54
29.59
9.77
Maximum distance
(Mb)
30.80
37.85
38.10
31.77
26.04
82.94
34.48
32.49
72.25
24.98
24.41
32.01
21.65
20.18
13.39
40.36
21.19
29.59
20.52
147
Mean distance
(Mb)
16.18
13.10
14.69
14.69
12.11
32.38
15.13
12.97
28.09
14.78
10.02
13.40
16.23
9.57
11.50
16.76
13.84
29.59
14.74
14.54
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Table 2: List of multiplexed SBE assays for whole-genome SNP genotypin2
SBE primer sequence and genotype of each SNP in 129xB6 Fl hybrid are shown. SBE
primers were designed and organized such that those typing alternative nucleotide pairs
differ in at least 2 bases of length.
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Multiplex Primer
SBE group Assay ID RefSNP ID SBE primer sequence Length SNP
412 rs3089257 GCCATTCGTCCCAGGG 16 CT
439 rs3023183 TCTCTGTGCCCACAGCCA 18 GA
471 rs3022975 GCTCTGGGAATGTGCT-TTC 20 CT
883 rs3668662 AAAGGCAGTGGGTACACATCAT 22 GA
772 rs3704164 GCTGCCATATGAAGATCTCCTCTA 24 CT
1A 405 rs3022887 TTTTGGGTGTTTCTATGATAACGCTC 26 GA
779 rs3660209 GTCAATAGGTGAGAAAAATATCAGACTG 28 CT
786 rs3720966 I iiIIIITTCACCCACGTTGTGACTTAAGC 30 GA
830 rs3714631 I I I I I I I I I I I I GAGGTGTGTTGGTGTGCACA 32 CT
850 rs3090435 I I I I I I I I I I GGTACTATCCCTGGCTTTTCACA 34 GA
426 rs3090833 I I I I I I I I I GAAAAAATTGCTrGTACTGTAGTCT 36 CT
109 rs3023468 GCACATGGTTCTGCCACA 18 GC
452 rs3023449 TGACACAACGCTGTTCCAGG 20 TA
868 rs3710059 1TTGGAGCTGGCACATCCACT 22 GC
455 rs3023436 TITTCCAGGGAGTAAAACATCAGG 24 TA
1B 879 rs3695889 "TTITCAAGTTAGAAGCATTGCCCTC 26 GC
823 rs3713224 TTTTACCAGTITCATTTCCCATACTTCT 28 AT
490 rs3090645 ITTTIITGGCTACTACACTAGCAAATCCATAG 32 TA
922 unmapped I IllI I IIAGAGCCAGACATAGTAGCACACGGA 36 AT
893 rs3688361 IITTIITTCCTTAGCAGTTIAGGAATATTTAGATAGTTAA 40 AT
808 rs3669262 TTATCAGCACCCGTCCCA 18 GT
415 rs3022979 TGAGGGCATTGGTTTCTRTC 20 CA
821 rs3704980 GACTAGTCCACATTGGTGAGCA 22 GT
461 rs3023258 CCTCCCATTA 1TITTTTTCTGAG 24 CA
422 rs3023045 TTAACTTGGAATATCAGGCTTTCTT• 26 GT
79 rs3089102 TTTTTTGAGTGTCACATGGATTTGCAC 28 CA
600 rs3022802 TTTTCAAAGGGTATGAGAATATGGACTGG 30 GT
840 rs3694308 TTTTT"TCAAGTATATGGACTTGGAAGACAATG 32 CA
453 rs3023456 11 I I I IATTGGCCTTCTTATGTCGACTiTAT 34 GT
895 rs3662097 I I I I I I Il I1 IA'I -TGGACTCTATATTrTGTCTGGGCT 38 GT
761 rs3665023 TGGCTGAGGGACTTGTGC 18 CT
478 rs3022989 ACAAAACTGCCAGTTGCTTC 20 GA
33 rs3023057 TrITATCGAGGTGCCTT1TGTC 22 CT
489 rs3090908 CAGAAACATAATTTCAAAGTGCA 24 GA
1D 757 rs3682376 CCTTTCTCCTATCTTTACTrCCTAGC 26 CT
803 rs3683689 ITITrTCACTGTGGTCAGACAGAATGCA 28 GA
713 rs3684370 TI I TI II CAGCAAGGAGTGTGTATGCA 30 CT
81 rs3023379 Tr-ATATTTATCTCACTGTGAAGTCTGCCTA 32 GA
831 rs3676476 1I l I I I IICACTCAGTAGGTCAGAGCAGGG 34 CT
892 rs3717068 I I I I I I I I I I I IAGTCTACTTTCAGTGCTGTCCCAT 36 GA
790 rs3685393 CAGTTCCAAGCACCCACA 18 CT
762 rs3679837 ACTGCCAGTTCATGACCTCC 20 GA
741 rs3696551 CTGTCCCCGTAGACTAGACCTT 22 CT
770 rs4137954 GCTCTGGTAAGTIAACACACTCC 24 GA
756 rs3688884 TTTIT1TGATGGGTGGGTGTGTCAGT 26 CT
1E 700 rs3659426 TT II ITTTGGAGTCAGACAGGAATGGAA 28 GA
51 rs3023194 IIIIIIIIIII I GCCTTTAGGTTTCATGC 30 CT
913 rs3677860 I I I I I I I ICTGGCTGTTCATTATrTGTGCA 32 GA
701 rs3681957 1TTrTTTCTCAGGTACTGAGTGAGTTCCTAGACT 34 CT
911 rs3697014 I I I I I I I I I CTAAGCTTGTGTATCAACTGCCT 36 GA
812 rs3657504 I1 III I I I iICAAGACCACATCTCCTATTCCTICT 38 CT
797 rs3696966 TAGGAGGGAACGGAGGC 17 GA
746 rs3657668 GCGGCTTCATrCTCCATCT 19 CT
882 rs3674239 TCTTCCACTCTTrGGTCCTCC 21 GA
727 rs3681675 TCAGGTAATGGAAAATCACTCAG 23 CT
1F 839 rs3667625 CAGACATTCTTACTCCATCATCTCC 25 GA
768 rs3716232 TTFT ITACACATCACAAGGCCACCTA 27 CT
809 rs3724533 1TTTITGGTAGGCAGGTACCAGAATCTCA 29 GA
769 rs3694785 TITTIrATACGACTTAGCTACAGTCCCTGG 31 CT
857 rs3705482 I-ITT-ITAATATATATCCAGTGGAATTGAGTGGT 33 GA
898 rs3667466 I I I I I I I AGGGACACACACATATT'G CT 35 CT
912 rs3702150 CAGGCGGGCTAAATTCA 17 CT
763 rs3686956 ATGTGACAGGGAAGTTGGC 19 GA
742 rs3722968 TCTCTCCTAGCTCATCCCATG 21 CT
814 rs3708958 GCTGAGTCACGGTACATAAAGTTGT 25 CT
iG 833 rs3726717 1T1TCAGAAGCTCAGAAAGCATCAAG 27 GA
844 rs3691937 1TT T i TGCCTCTGTTGTGGCTAATCA 29 CT
843 rs3657720 11TTT I I ITCCTTGTAATAAGCCACAGCATCT 31 GA
827 rs3090608 II I I I I I I IICCGAGTGCTGACTCTGGGTT 33 CT
817 rs3664582 TTTTTAAGAAGTGTCCCAAATCCTTTCTATATAGT 35 GA
834 rs3689513 1II  I I I I I IGI-ICTTTGGAGACATATTGTGTGGITA 37 CT
856 rs3697769 CCTCACATGTGGACTCAGGC 20 GT
766 rs3724779 AGAGGACCTAATTGAGGACTGC 22 CA
86 rs3089070 TTTCCTAGTAT1TCTGTGGTCTT 24 GT
75 rs3023347 ACATCCATATTTACAAGGTCATAGAA 26 CA
1H 715 rs3704392 GTTAT-1ATGCTCCAACAGTTATTGAAA 28 GT
788 rs3713871 ITTTTRTTCCCTTAGCTTTCAAGTCCTTGC 30 CA
436 rs3089474 TT1GTGITTAGAATGTTGCTCTTAAGGGTTT 32 GT
835 rs3669413 ITFI1TCAAACTTGTGGTCGTGATAGATATTAG 34 CA
465 rs3088800 TAACAACTTTAGTIAACTAGAAATACTAAGTCTTGA 36 GT
446 rs3090586 TAGCGCACAGTGCCAGAA 18 CT
4 rs3022839 GAGTAACATCACAGCCTTCG 20 GA
32 rs3023037 TTTATGGTGCCAGAAAATCAAC 22 CT
488 rs3090260 TTAAAGTCTCAACTCCATCTITCC 24 GA
721 rs3664018 ITTTrTTCACAGCCTCAGAAAGTCCC 26 CT
2A 218 rs3023026 TTT-TCCACACCTCCACTATTATAAAGC 28 GA
820 rs3708255 mI I I I IIll I ICCTGTCCCTTCACCAGGG 30 CT
859 rs3658370 I I I I I I I CAATGTGGGTAAAACTGGCAAT 32 GA
96 rs3023416 ITT1 ECCCTTCAGAAATGAAAATrAATCTACTA 34 CT
80 rs3023386 TTTTTTT IAAGTTCATCATTCCCTAGGATGTTATA 36 GA
445 rs3089912 I I I I I I I I I I I I GAAAAAGGCAGTGACAAAGTATG 38 CT
818 rs3722942 GCTGCCCATTCTCACCT 17 GA
722 rs3681847 AGGAITGGATCAGCCATCA 19 CT
858 rs3674616 ATGCCCAGAGAGTGATCTAGAAG 23 CT
764 rs3711535 TTITTTTCCAT1TGTTCCAGAGGCA 25 GA
2B 339 rs3023161 CACCACTTGATATAGGAATGTACAC1T 27 CT
811 rs3023409 TTGTGATATGTGGAAGTTATATAAGCTTC 29 GA
732 rs3706063 I IIllltt I CATGTGGCTGG1TACCTCTC 31 CT
118 rs3023175 I I I I I I I ITCACAAGTCAGCATCAACGCAT 33 GA
822 rs3685188 1 I I I t Cil i C'TCTGCTGCTGTACAGCTC 35 CT
724 rs3664805 AAGATCATCAGGGGCCTG 18 CT
20 rs3022960 TTGAAACATGGAGACAAGGC 20 GA
448 rs3023243 TT'CGGCAACTGACITTGGACA 22 CT
483 rs3088822 GTACCTGTGAGTATTCAGTCAGCA 24 GA
67 rs3023265 TTCC'TA1TTTGCCAGTCTCCTTACT 26 CT
2C 800 rs3671678 1TTTT GTGGTGGGGGAGCAATATG 28 GA
321 rs3021908 IIt I I I II I GACGGTGTGTGCCTACAAT 30 CT
860 rs3701351 TTTTTT I ITGCCAAACAA'TGTAAGAATGTGTG 32 GA
826 rs3663534 I I II IllTl CCAAACTCCAAGTTCTTCAGCC 34 CT
201 rs3023256 tI I I I II II I CTGGGAGAGGTAACTGCTAACT 36 GA
890 rs3658201 11 I I I I I I I TGGTITTGATTCTFCAGTGTAGT-IGG 38 CT
787 rs3712403 CCTTCCTGTCTGTTCCAGC 19 AT
794 rs3654982 TCTAGTCCACCAGCAGCAGAAAC 23 AT
2D 845 rs3023067 TT'TTCTTGCTGTCCTITTGAGCTGAG 27 TA
854 rs3710192 TTCTCCATGTTAAGCATTACAATTATGACTA 31 AT
851 rs3723894 TTTnTTGGCTAGITCATAGAGTATCAGAAATGTGT 35 AT
767 rs3672332 ACAGTGAGGAGGGGCCA 17 CT
435 rs3090731 CAGGTCTCCAGCTGAAAGC 19 GA
726 rs3667376 GTTFGTGACCTGGTCTCTGTG 21 CT
750 rs3709317 CTGCAATGAACATCACAGAGC 21 GA
740 rs3666032 GTGAAGGACAGACAGACAGACAG 23 GA
2E 738 rs3711350 TGACAATTTCTCACATGGTATTAGATC 27 GA
731 rs3674631 ITT1t TT CAGGAACGCAGTGATTG"TC 29 CT
862 rs3700023 TTTT TGATTGCCCTATAGCCATTACCTG 31 GA
832 rs3669022 I II II I l CTTAGCCCTCCCCAACTTACC 33 CT
606 rs3023117 CAATAGATAT1TAGATGTTGCTATTGTrTATCTAC 35 GA
829 rs3660910 JI II IT I I I AATITG CI-IATGTGGCTGTCTATC 37 CT
909 rs3721297 AGGCAGGTCCATGCAGG 17 CA
484 rs3089436 CACATGGGGACTGTCCAAA 19 GT
841 rs3707288 TCACCTGCTCGTATTCCTGGA 21 CA
801 rs3726430 GGGTAGGGGTAGGAAGTAGAGAG 23 GT
2F 486 rs3090719 TTTTGGTCCCACCTTGTrACAGGTC 25 CA
745 rs3713298 GGTAGCTGCTAAATAATCTTCAAGAG 27 GT
733 rs3672323 TTTCTTAACTGTGAAGAACTAAACTGCAG 29 CA
101 rs3090912 T1T1FTTAAGTACTGATGG CTTGAGTCTrA 31 GT
789 rs3713838 1I II I I I I GAGGGTCAGAGCACTTGCAGTA 33 CA
900 rs3716435 CCCACGTTCCAACACACA 18 CT
730 rs3666331 CCTCAGTGAACTGCACATCC 20 GA
714 rs3662163 GCTGTATAAACTATGCCCCCAA 22 CT
37 rs3023051 ITITGAGAATGAAATGAACACCAG 24 GA
463 rs3088501 ATGCTAGTAGGAAGACTCTGGAACTA 26 CT
2G 413 rs3090381 TTAAGTACTTGGGTATGAAGTTCTCAAA 28 GA
723 rs4137557 1 I III I I I I I I GGACCATrCTCCGTGTTCT 30 CT
816 rs3726591 11I IIilIttI iGGGAGGTCGGTATTAGGAGAC 32 GA
748 rs3685067 1 I 1I I I I I I I AGATGCCTCATCTGATAACAGG 34 CT
828 rs3706262 II I I II I I IICTCTGACTCCAGTCCCTCTGGG 36 GA
799 rs3719410 il l I I I ITICAATGAGCTTGAATTCTGCTAATAA 38 CT
Implementation of SBE assay to identify LOH regions in mouse lung tumors
20 lung tumor DNA samples from 129S4xB6 Fl mice were subjected to LOH screening
using the genome-wide SNP panel. The tumors range from grade 1-3 using criteria
described in Jackson et al. (Table 3). 3828 out of 4290 SNP data points (89%) could be
scored with confidence. For each data point, allelic imbalance factor (AIF) was calculated
as described in materials and methods. The cutoff for positive call was set at AIF of >3 or
<-3. With the assumption that most loci in the normal tissue of each Fl mouse are
heterozygous, normal DNA was not subjected to the whole-genome screening protocol.
Instead, assays were repeated on tumor and the corresponding tail DNA on individual
markers that exhibited LOH in the first-pass screen. Figure 3 illustrates the global LOH
landscape observed in this first pass. Markers scored positively for LOH are listed in
Table 4. The majority (>98%) of tested loci remained heterozygous in the lung tumors,
although certain regions of LOH were suggested by 44 positive markers. B6 markers on
chromosome 14 were lost in DNA from one grade 3 tumor (840a), which was obtained
from a Kra •IA2 mouse (Figure 4, Table 4). Two other grade 3 tumors were present in the
sample set, 866h and 870a from KraslA2; p53+/- mice. Both tumors appeared to have lost
all 129S4 markers on chromosome 11 (Figure 4, Table 4). 870a also showed LOH along
chromosomes 9 and 10. In the initial screen, 16/44 positively scored markers were focal,
defined by the absence of LOH in adjacent markers (Table 4). However, when 8 of these
markers were screened in the second round, none had a positive score. Remaining
markers still need to be screened in second round. On the other hand, positive scoring
was concordant for most markers on chromosome 14 in 840a tumor DNA (Table 4).
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Figure 3: Representative assay for multiple SNPs in single SBE reaction
11 SNPs were genotyped simultaneously in the SBE group lA (Table 2).
A) Electrographic data from genotyping of SBE group lA on 803tail DNA. The X-
axis is electrophoretic shift, a function affected by SBE primer length and dye
chemistry of labeled ddNTPs. The Y-axis is signal amplitude reflecting the allele
quantity. The blue, black, red, and green peaks correspond to the nucleotides G,
C, T, A respectively. The G and A peaks of the SNP marker 786 are highlighted.
B) Electrographic output from genotyping of SBE group 1A on 840a tumor DNA.
Signal ratio of G to A peaks of marker 786 is altered, suggesting an LOH event.
C) Summary of genotyping results of all group lA markers for 803tail and 840a.
Signal ratio of the two allelic peaks was quantified for each SNP. AIF was
calculated after normalizing peak ratios of sample to averages from three normal
controls (see materials and methods).
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Table 3: Characteristics of primary lung tumors analyzed
The SNP screen was passed on 20 lung tumors from 129xB6 Fl hybrid mice and control
tail DNA from two parental strains. The parental strains were not the biological parents
of the F1 mice. The table lists the genotype of the mice from which individual lung
tumors were dissected out. Histological grading was assigned using a grade 1-5 scale as
described previously (Jackson et al. 2005).
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Sample ID
796
1492
800d
800e
800i
803g
803i
803j
803k
818g
840a
840b
849a
849b
849c
849e
849f
850d
866h
866i
870a
878c
Mouse genotype
WT (C57CL6J)
Kras LA2 (129S4/SvJAe)
Kras A2
Kras LA2
Kras L
2
Kras LA2
Kras L2
Kras LA2
Kras L
2
Kras 4A2
Kras L
2
Kras L4
2
Kras L 2
Kras L
2
Kras LA2
Kras LA2
Kras L4
2
Kras M2
Kras 2; p53+/-
Kras L42 ; p53+/-
Kras L42; p53+/-
Kras LA2; p 5 3 27OH/+
Histology
(tail DNA)
(tail DNA)
Grade 1
Grade 2+
Grade 1-2
Grade 2,
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 2,
Grade 2,
Grade 2+ (25%), grade 3 (75%)
Grade 2,
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 2+
Grade 2 (10%), 90% grade 3-3+ (90%)
Grade 2, bone in tumors
Grade 3+
Grade 1
Figure 4: Genome-wide LOH screening of primary mouse lung adenocarcinomas
Grid illustrating data from the first-pass SNP screen: columns represent different
samples; rows are markers organized by the chromosomal positions from UCSC Feb
2006 (mm8) assembly. Markers with positive AIF score are colored as follows:
orange=AIF>3 (loss of B6 allele), blue=AIF<0.3 (loss of 129S4 allele). Shaded boxes are
non-informative markers. DNA from 20 primary tumors, 2 parental strains, and
representative F1 tails were screened on a genome-wide scale. Samples labeled with the
same numerical prefix in the IDs were collected from the same mouse.
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Table 4: Positively scored LOH markers from first-pass genomic screen
Listed are markers scored positively (AIF>3 or <0.3) in tumors but not control. The
positive call rate was 1.1% (44/3828). In the second pass, 19 of the positive markers were
individually genotyped by SBE on tumor and normal DNA. AIF was calculated using the
paired data for each marker. The concordant positive call rate between the two passes
was 37% (7/19).
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Concordant
Tumor Assay ID RefSNP ID Chromosome Nucleotide AIF (1st pass)AIF (2ndpass) LOH call
746 rs3657668 5 66812086 0.29 0.95
800e 892 rs3717068 13 30844331 3.08
800i 892 rs3717068 13 30844331 3.25
803g 746 rs3657668 5 66812086 0.27
818g 750 rs3709317 6 49704741 0.00
786 rs3720966 10727081 5.34 6.11 *
809 rs3724533 27108284 5.21 1.24 *
789 rs3713838 27644295 780.66 3275.75 *
790 rs3685393 30183496 295.64 5.27 *
811 rs3023409 48748605 6.37 3.20 *14840a 321 rs3021908 53097465 10.70 7.56 *
86 rs3089070 67715311 5.18 5.15 *
857 rs3705482 82835317 5.33 1.00
858 rs3674616 98406482 480.62 1.00
812 rs3657504 118523326 7.31 5.81
452 rs3023449 17 42120599 0.26 0.60
849b 4 rs3022839 1 137257629 3.09
849c 86 rs3089070 14 67715311 0.00 3.90
750 rs3709317 6 49704741 0.00 4.66
850d 879 rs3695889 9 86124796 0.02 1.00
452 rs3023449 17 42120599 0.24 0.75
850 rs3090435 6 146590775 3.30
201 rs3023256 44299873 0.21
461 rs3023258 54018188 0.00866h 67 rs3023265 11 57576910 0.00
463 rs3088501 94146845 0.00
911 rs3697014 112103534 0.19
830 rs3714631 2 151657817 668.48 0.67
866i 833 rs3726717 3 52860548 98.83 1.00
892 rs3717068 13 30844331 0.19 1.06
766 rs3724779 8 117005581 23.23
768 rs3716232 16092806 180.31
769 rs3694785 9 16382724 169.88
770 rs4137954 98214467 4.87
445 rs3089912 20686036 77.82
446 rs3090586 24286974 89.13
912 rs3702150 10 68557908 3.70870a 818 rs3722942 93074375 7.43
779 rs3660209 107394384 5.20
201 rs3023256 44299873 0.25
461 rs3023258 54018188 0.01
67 rs3023265 11 57576910 0.20
463 rs3088501 94146845 0.01
911 rs3697014 112103534 0.25
Count: 44 19 7
Total informative markers: 3828
Loss of wild-type p53 on chromosome 11
Three of the analyzed tumors (866h, 866i, 870a) came from KrasLA2 ; p53+/- mice. The
p53 null allele in the F1 mice came from a p53+/- (B6) parent, generated from 129 ES
cells in initial targeting and subsequent backcrossing to B6 for 20+ generations.
Interestingly, in the normal tissue of these mice, the 4 markers (799, 797, 700, 701)
within +0.34Mb and -1.82Mb around the p53 locus on chromosome 11 were
homozygous for the 129S4 allele (Figure 4). It appears that despite many generations of
backcrossing to B6 mice, markers linked to the p53 knock-out allele on chromosome 11
remain the 129S4 ancestry. Other SNPs on chromosome 11 were heterozygous in normal
DNA of these KrasL2; p53+/- Fl mice. In the DNA from two tumors: 866h and 870a,
the 129S4 alleles of these markers were lost, suggesting a selective loss of the whole
chromosome 11 that contained wild-type p53. To test, PCR was performed to genotype
the p53 locus. As shown in Figure 5A, the ratio of the wild-type to mutant p53 allele was
decreased by about half in the PCR products from 866h and 870a, confirming the LOH
data. The incomplete loss of wild-type signal could be due to a heterogeneous loss ofp53
among the tumor cells and/or contamination by normal stromal tissues in tumors.
Reduced level of wild-type Kras on chromosome 6
One sample, 866h, showed a loss of the B6 allele at marker rs3090435 (assay ID 850). on
the distal arm of chromosome 6. Intriguingly, the marker is only +1.39Mb away from the
Kras gene towards the telomere. We sought to examine if the B6 allele of Kras, which
marked the wild-type copy of the gene, has also undergone concomitant allelic loss. In
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creating the Kraas 2 allele, a novel HindIII restriction site was introduced in Kras exon 1
along with the point mutation. An SBE assay was designed to test for the new SNP at the
engineered HindIII site (Figure 5B). As shown in Figure 5C, the wild-type allele (A) of
Kras in 866h showed a reduction in relative signal when compared to tail control by ~2x,
which was within LOH cutoff. The assay was also performed 849c, 840b, 850d, and 866i
tumor DNA. Neither the SNP nor Kras exhibited a change in allelic ratios in these tumors
(data not shown).
Comparison of LOH results to copy number data
Four lung tumor samples (840a, 870a, 849c, 866h) were chosen for copy number analysis
using a ROMA platform. ROMA uses oligonucleotide microarrays to relatively quantify
the low-complexity representations of tumor vs. normal genomes. Global chromosomal
copy number changes were apparent in 840a, 870a, and 866h (Figure 6). These changes
were summarized in Table 5 along with LOH data. Discrepancy was apparent: multiple
chromosomes have reduced in copy number but no LOH was associated. These include
chromosomes 4, 5, 11, and 15 in 840a, chromosome 19 in 870a, and chromosome 9 in
866h. Interestingly, chromosome 6 was increased in copy number in 866h (Figure 6),
suggesting the changes in allelic ratio observed in Kras and rs3090435 reflect a gain of
the mutant (129S4) copy instead of a loss of wild-type allele. The wild-type allele of Kras
has been suggested to suppress tumor development (Zhang et al. 2001).
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Figure 5: Genotvping results at p53 and Kras loci
A) p53 PCR genotyping was performed on tumor DNA from KrasL42; p53+/- mice to
assess the relative intensities of wild-type p53 to the knocked-out allele with an
inserted Neo cassette.
B) An SBE assay designed to assess the ratio of KraSLA2 to wild-type alleles of Kras. The
assay genotypes for the single-nucleotide difference on the KrasLA2 allele at an
engineered HindIII site closely linked to the G12D expressing point mutation.
Sequence presented comes from the wild-type Kras gene. The two single-nucleotides
changes introduced in making the Kras 42 allele are marked by asterisks. The
genotyping SBE primer is highlighted in the sequence with strand direction marked
by the arrow.
C) Kras genotyping results of 866h tumor DNA and control. Ratio of A/G peak heights
reflects the wild-type to Kras? 2 allelic ratio.
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Figure 6: Copy number analysis of tumor DNA by ROMA
Four genome-wide moving median plots showing fluorescence ratios of labeled tumor to
labeled tail DNA. DNA from four tumors: 840a, 870a, 849c, and 866h were analyzed by
ROMA. The Y-axis is the loglO fluoresence ratio and the X-axis is an index of the probes
genomic order based on UCSC mouse May 2004 (mm5) annotated assembly. Data from
each chromosome are labeled with same color. Chromosomes with deviated signals from
either the positive or negative baselines are labeled.
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Table 5: Comparison of chromosomal LOH and copy number changes as suggested
by SNP genotyping and ROMA analysis
The same tumor DNA samples obtained from mice with indicated genotype were
analyzed by SNPs and ROMA. The chromosomal LOH or copy number gains (+) and
losses (-) observed respectively are listed.
Tumor ID Mouse genotype LOH Copy number changes
840a KrasLA2  14 -4, -5, -11, -14, -15, +6
870a KrasLA2; p53+/- 9, 10, 11 -9, -10, -11, -19, +12
866h KraSA2; p53+/- 11 -9, -11, +6
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Discussion
Using SNPs as markers for genome-wide LOH screen in mouse cancer
This is the first report of a genome-wide LOH screen with SNPs in mouse tumor models.
We described a protocol for performing genome-wide SNP genotyping by coupling SBE
and capillary electrophoresis using SNaPshot TMfluorescence chemistry (Applied
Biosystems). The robustness and sensitivity of the method in simultaneously genotyping
multiple markers have been demonstrated by various groups (Makridakis and Reichardt
2001; Norton et al. 2002; Ben-Avi et al. 2004). Implementation of the method for
genome-wide genotyping has not been previously described. The current study extended
the technique to a larger scale to analyze 147 SNPs throughout the mouse genome in 15
SBE reactions. The screening procedure positively identified LOH of chromosome 11 in
two samples of mouse tumors, both of which were confirmed to involve a loss of the
wild-type p53 allele. Our data show SNP genotyping in Fl hybrid mice is a viable
method for LOH screening. The limiting factor to perform genome-wide SNP screening
in most labs is cost. Most other established methods for mouse genomic SNP genotyping
involve specialized instruments, such as MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry(Wiltshire et al.
2003; Pletcher et al. 2004; Moran et al. 2006). On the other hand, the fixed cost of our
screening method is essentially just the cost of primers, as only standard PCR and routine
sequencing machines are needed. The presented protocol can likely be adoptable by most
laboratories and can be further optimized to improve each SBE reaction to the highest
accuracy level capable by same type of assay (Makridakis and Reichardt 2001; Norton et
al. 2002). Sensitivity of the method needs to be tested on more markers in a dilution
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experiment with heterozygous vs. different homozygous DNA. Directions for future
improvements include further multiplexing of PCR, testing the assay utility with DNA
amplified paraffin embedded samples, which would allow archived tissues to be
characterized, and validating the use of the SNP panel on other mouse strains.
Developing a bioinformatics approach to account for experimental noise may also
improve the robustness of LOH assignments. Benchmarking the accuracy, sensitivity,
and cost of this protocol against an established assay (Wiltshire et al. 2003; Pletcher et al.
2004; Moran et al. 2006) will provide an objective comparison of the different mouse
SNP genotyping methods.
Implications on lung cancer genetics
Within the technical limit of our assay, the overall LOH rate was low in the experimental
cohort of mouse lung tumors. The majority of the tumors analyzed maintained both
parental alleles in all loci. Only 3/20 tumors exhibited various degree of LOH; all were
histologically graded 3 or higher. Among the three tumors, LOH of chromosomes 9, 10,
11, and 14 was detected.
Combining LOH and CGH data
To compare LOH results to alterations in copy number, ROMA was used to characterize
these 3 tumors along with one other sample, 849c. LOH may result through deletion,
which is associated with a physical loss of the wild-type gene copy, or through non-
disjunction-led chromosomal duplication, which might not result in a copy number
change. In fact, most LOH events are not associated with copy number changes at least in
humans (Huang et al. 2004; Beroukhim et al. 2006). In our case, limited by the
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technicalities of the screening platforms, the reverse was observed: copy number losses
of certain chromosomes were not associated with LOH (Table 5). Sample 840a provided
the clearest example with ROMA showing reduced copy signals for chromosomes 4, 5,
11, 14, and 15 at nearly same magnitude, but only chromosome 14 showed LOH in our
screen. There might be a a technical and a biological basis for the discrepancy.
Technically, this discrepancy could be due to a difference in sensitivity of the two assays.
While the quantitativeness of our assay was tested on two SNPs, other markers may
behave differently. Furthermore, the sensitivity limit of ROMA is unclear. Although we
were able to verify high-amplitude ROMA signal such as that from the N-Myc amplicon
(see Chapter 2), subtle copy number differences might exist but not be detected by
ROMA. The technical capability of the assay can be tested by confirming our LOH
results using an independent assay, such as another SNP screen (Wade et al. 2002;
Pletcher et al. 2004; Owens et al. 2005; Moran et al. 2006) or SSLP genotyping (Dietrich
et al. 1994). We also attempted our screen on breast tumor DNA that have been
previously characterized by array CGH (Chao et al. 2005). The concordance between
known copy number losses and our LOH screening data appeared higher (Supplemental
Figure 1), suggesting the discordance in the lung tumor samples may be real. Several
biological reasons may explain the discordant copy number and allelotyping results.
Since a tumor is believed to be a heterogeneous group of clonally selected cells, analysis
using total DNA from a tumor is an assessment of the averaged genetic changes in its
composite cells. As such, a chromosomal copy number reduction in total DNA implies a
selection for the hemizygous state of that chromosome has occurred, while a lack of
allelic loss suggests the choice of which chromosome to lose was random. This may
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result if the chromosome involved contains one or more haplo-insufficient tumor
suppressor genes, which can confer tumorigenicity when dosage is reduced through
hemizygosity. Although tumor suppressor is classically thought to act through a 'two-hit'
inactivation process, increasing number of haplo-insufficient tumor suppressor genes
have been described. This model is based on the assumption that the tumor cells are
diploid for the chromosomes without apparent changes by ROMA. However, if the cells
are mostly tetraploid, a state that is believed to precede widespread aneuploidy (Fujiwara
et al. 2005), which was in fact observed, the baseline for ROMA would no longer be two
chromosomes. A decrease in ROMA signal could mean 4-1 or 4-2 chromosomes. Either
one or both alleles could remain, leading to discordant results. While ROMA cannot
distinguish ploidy, LOH analysis may lack the power to distinguish subtle allelic
changes. Future experiments to complement karyotyping or FACS-based ploidy analysis
on cells from the same tumors may resolve some issues.
Chromosome 11 in mouse lung tumorigenesis
Chromosome 11 LOH was seen in 2 tumors that came from KrasLA2;p53+/- mice. In both
cases, the lost chromosome contained the wild-type p53 allele. This result is consistent to
the observation by Jackson et al. that tumors induced by conditionally expressing
KrasG12D and ap53 deletion allele in the lung have also lost the wild-type copy ofp53. In
the present study, chromosome 11 LOH occurred in combination with LOH of
chromosome 6 in one tumor and LOH of chromosomes 9 and 10 in the other. It was
possible that loss of p53 on chromosome 11 has provided a permissive environment for
genome-wide aneuploidy. Consistent to the hypothesis, ROMA-generated copy number
data showed widespread aneuploidy in these two tumors. p53 has been implicated in
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preventing tetraploid cells to proceed through the cell cycle, which frequently leads to
aneuploidy (Lanni and Jacks 1998; Meraldi et al. 2002; Fujiwara et al. 2005).
Interestingly, in tumor 840a from a KrasLA2;p53+/+ mouse, chromosome 11 was among
the chromosomes that showed copy number loss without LOH, which might imply haplo-
insufficiency as discussed above. One candidate locus could again be p53. Although
often lost biallelically, ~50% of mouse and human tumors with a p53 mutation in fact
retain the wild-type copy of the gene (Venkatachalam et al. 1998; Trkova et al. 2003). In
addition, differences in p53 dosage have been seen to affect tumor phenotype of a mouse
model (Hemann et al. 2003). Finally, it is important to note that mouse chromosome 11 is
very gene-rich, and its distal arm shares conserved synteny to the whole human
chromosome 17, which is home to many disease-related genes included the tumor
suppressors Brcal and Nfl. In lung cancer, 17p12-13 deletion is frequently observed
(Balsara and Testa 2002). While it is tempting to relate our observations of chromosome
11 LOH and/or copy number loss to p53 function, other loci may also be critical.
Note on genetic background
We generated our tumor samples using Fl mice from a 129xB6 cross. Strain-specific
phenotypic differences appear to exist. KrasLA mice on a B6 background develop lung
tumors at higher multiplicity than on 129S4 (Michel Dupage, personal communication).
Molecularly, it is unclear whether tumors from C57BL/6J, 129S4/SvJae, and Fl mice
have different types and rates of genetic changes. LOH resulting from mitotic
recombination can get suppressed in F1 hybrids of different mouse strains (Shao et al.
2001). Furthermore, tumor susceptibility gene(s) specific to B6 and 129 strains have been
mapped to chromosome 11 in a different tumor type (Reilly et al. 2004). Identity and
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function of the modifiers are unclear but may affect LOH frequency of chromosome 11 in
tumors of other types as well.
Concluding note
Using a multiplexed SNaPshot T" genotyping protocol for genome-wide SNP detection, we
have detected LOH along several chromosomes on mouse tumors. Further optimization
will improve both the throughput and accuracy of the assay. Aside from LOH
identification in tumors, a protocol for SNP genotyping method for mouse can also be
useful for other purposes such as positional cloning of modifiers in cancer and in other
diseases.
Materials and Methods
Tumor DNA isolation
KRas LA2/+ mice on a 129S4/SvJae background were crossed to wild-type, p53+/- or p53
R270H/+ mice on C57BL6J background to obtain Fl progeny. Lung tumors were
dissected from the lungs of Fl mice between 5-8 months of age. One portion of each
tumor was fixed in formalin, sectioned in paraffin, and stained in hematoxylin and eosin.
Histological grading of each tumor was assigned based on a 1-5 scale as described
previously (Jackson et al. 2005). Remaining tumor material was stored at -800C prior to
DNA isolation. DNA was extracted from thawed tissues using reagents and protocols in
Puregene DNA isolation kit (Gentra Systems, Inc.).
SNP genotyping
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SNP genotype was assessed using a single-base extension (SBE) method (Sokolov 1990).
SNP targets were first amplified by PCR using 2ng genomic DNA, 0.3mM dNTPs,
0.4mM PCR primers, lx GeneAmp Gold buffer and 0.5U of AmpliTaq Gold polymerase
(Applied Biosystems) under the following conditions: 950C for 9mins, 35 cycles of 94°C
for 30s, 550C for 30s and 72oC for 45s, and a final extension for 5 min at 720C.
Unincorporated PCR primers and dNTPs were removed with 2U exonuclease I (Applied
Biosystems) and 2U shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Applied Biosystems) at 370C for 1
hour. 0.15-1.5pmol of pmol of SBE primer was added to the treated PCR templates with
SNaPshot Multiplex Ready Reaction Mix (Applied Biosystems) and cycled 25 times at
960C for 10s, 500C for 5s and 600C for 30s. Post-extension products were treated with
0.25U of shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Applied Biosystems) to remove unincorporated
ddNTPs. Final products were mixed with 0.25ml of Liz-120 size standards (Applied
Biosystems) and ran on the Applied Biosystems 3700 DNA Analyzer.
To test markers for polymorphism in 129S4/SvJae vs. C57BL6J strains, SNPs were
identified in public databases generated from two large-scale SNP identification efforts
(Germer et al. 2000; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2000b) and tested individually using primers
listed in Supplementary Table 1. To perform genome-wide analysis, 147 validated SNPs
were chosen. PCR were performed in singlet or duplex on 96-well plates and pooled
according to their SBE group as in Table 2. Pooled products were purified and
concentrated using multi-well PCR purification kit (Qiagen) for SBE reactions as
described above.
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Positional information of each SNP is obtained through sequence blat search of the
UCSC Mouse Feb 2006 (mm8) assembly.
SNP Data Analysis
First round data analysis was done with Applied Biosystems GeneMapper 3.7 software.
By comparing electrographs of multiplex and individual SBE reactions, peaks
corresponding to each SNP in a multiplex lane were manually identified. Marker
boundaries were set as bins to guide the software to automatically assign genotypes for
peaks that fall within. All computer-generated assignments were inspected manually
before final analysis.
The height ratio of the peaks associated with the two alleles of each SNP was calculated.
Allelic imbalance factor (AIF) of each marker in a sample is determined as follows:
AIF = (HI/H 2)/(Hlref/H 2ref),
where H1 = Sample peak height associated with 129S4 allele,
H2 = Sample peak height associated with C57BL6J allele,
Hiref = Reference peak height associated with 129S4 allele,
and H2ref = Reference peak height associated with C57BL6J allele.
Reference peak heights were calculated by averaging data from three independent normal
Fl DNA controls. A positive call for LOH was made when AIF is >3 or <0.3
LOH assessment of p53 and Kras loci
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Ratio of wild-type to knock-out (with neomycin cassette) allele of p53 in tumors was
assessed using the standard tail genotyping protocol with the following primers: p53x6.5:
ACAGCGTGGTGGTACCTTAT, p53x7: TATACTCAGAGCCGGCCT, and Neol8.5:
TCCTCGTGCTTTACGGTATC, yielding 375bp and 525bp products corresponding to
the wild-type and knocked-out alleles. Number of PCR cycles was reduced to 22 in
genotyping tumors.
To assess the ratio of Kras LA2 to wild-type alleles, an SBE assay was used to genotype
the single-nucleotide difference in the LA2 allele at the novel HindIII site near the G12D
expressing point mutation. The following PCR primers were used: LA-F 1:
GGTTACTCTGTACATCTGTAGTCACTG and LA-R1:
AAGCGCACGCAGACTGTAG. SBE primer sequence was
AAGGCCTGCTGAAAATGACTGAGTATAA.
DNA copy number analysis
ROMA was employed to assess genome-wide copy number changes and was performed
as described in Chapter Two of this thesis.
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Supplemental Information
Supplemental Figure 1: Genome-wide LOH screening of mouse breast tumors and
tumor cell line
Grid illustrating data from the SNP screen columns: columns represent different samples;
rows are markers organized by the chromosomal positions from UCSC Feb 2006 (mm8)
assembly. AIF scores are labeled in each box. n/a=non-informative markers. Markers
with positive AIF score are colored as follows: orange=AIF>3 (loss of B6 allele),
blue=AIF<0.3 (loss of 129S4 allele). Tumor DNA came from breast tumors (Bl, B2) or
breast tumor cell lines (B1CL and C2CL) from Nfl+/- mice treated with radiation and
cyclophosphamide (Chao et al. 2005). DNA was gift from Kevin Shannon. B1 DNA
expressed copy number losses in whole or large regions of chromosomes 8, 11, 12, 14, 19
when profiled by array CGH. Most loci on these chromosomes scored positively for
LOH.
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Supplemental Table 1: Validation of 358 SNP markers in 129S4/SvJae vs. C57BL6J
mouse strains
Genotyping results of 358 SNPs from public databases were obtained using a single-base
extension method. Data were obtained from genotyping DNA from 129S4/SvJae,
C57BL6J and 129S4/SvJae x C57BL6J Fl mice. The 147 highlighted SNPs that
distinguish between the strains were chosen for the genome-wide screen. Chromosomal
coordinates are based on UCSC mouse Feb 2006 (mm8) annotated assembly. Primer
sequences used for PCR and SBE are listed in Supplemental Table 1.
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Assay ID RedSNP ID Chromosome Nucleotide 129S4 B6 F1(129S4xB6)
712 rs3691476 1 15866460 A CA CA
713 rs3684370 1 15963812 T C CT
714 rs3662163 1 32822284 T C CT
715 rs3704392 1 33320247 T G GT
400 rs3090110 1 45907197 C T
898 rs3667466 1 51794155 C T CT
600 rs3022802 1 64979783 G T GT
899 rs3694327 1 79643870 C C CA
716 rs3716254 1 93320412 T A A
717 rs3657283 1 93320420 T C C
821 rs3704980 1 97461966 T G GT
822 rs3685188 1 110654171 T C CT
718 rs3713835 1 111883427 C T T
719 rs3662850 1 111887865 C T T
721 rs3664018 1 121061603 C T CT
720 rs3689749 1 121090273 G A A
603 rs3022832 1 127102172 C - G
601 rs3090765 1 127691908 T G G
4 rs3022839 1 137257629 G A GA
823 rs3713224 1 154052109 A T AT
402 rs3022851 1 171617363 T C
403 rs3022871 1 174794383 C C
900 rs3716435 1 175899264 C T CT
824 rs3704926 1 184806157 CT T CT
722 rs3681847 2 11984102 T C CT
723 rs4137557 2 11984314 T C CT
724 rs3664805 2 28174259 C T CT
10 rs3022883 2 37572959 G G G
726 rs3667376 2 45472806 C T CT
727 rs3681675 2 45990821 T C CT
404 rs3089489 2 51552294 A A
405 rs3022887 2 68883673 G A GA
901 rs4137272 2 79034808 G G GA
406 rs3022888 2 84403279 A A
825 rs3669855 2 93586287 G G GA
902 rs3670817 2 94071001 C C CT
728 rs3665286 2 94807655 G G G
729 rs3692288 2 95029801 C C T
826 rs3663534 2 106743641 T C CT
827 rs3090608 2 117816539 C T CT
18 rs3022895 2 119273525 G GA GA
828 rs3706262 2 119748062 A G GA
829 rs3660910 2 133743791 T C CT
408 rs3022910 2 144973062 C T
830 rs3714631 2 151657817 C T CT
409 rs3089031 2 155762997 C
410 rs3022939 2 159674008 C
730 rs3666331 2 167851555 A G GA
731 rs3674631 2 168354454 T C CT
732 rs3706063 3 12332500 T C CT
733 rs3672323 3 12812319 A C CA
831 rs3676476 3 28110853 T C CT
411 rs3022953 3 37599994 C
832 rs3669022 3 42396732 C T CT
833 rs3726717 3 52860548 A G GA
20 rs3022960 3 65418042 G A GA
834 rs3689513 3 78626985 C T CT
835 rs3669413 3 93426396 C A CA
836 rs3722681 3 109900215 T CT
903 rs3672398 3 112220863 T AT AT
212 rs3022965 3 114011713 G
904 rs3715748 3 119894667 A GA GA
837 rs3691246 3 122466065 G GA
734 rs3714750 3 126334813 T A A
412 rs3089257 3 130719076 T C CT
413 rs3090381 3 140722145 A G GA
736 rs3656469 3 143498147 CT C CT
737 rs3706436 3 143786333 GT TA GTA
471 rs3022975 4 8073146 C T CT
414 rs3091112 4 8073150 GA GA
738 rs3711350 4 26559488 A G GA
739 rs3684156 4 27375172 T C CTA
838 rs3665192 4 39271744 T G
213 rs3088670 4 47484118 T C CT
839 rs3667625 4 54215713 A G GA
840 rs3694308 4 62440427 C A CA
415 rs3022979 4 75874108 C A CA
841 rs3707288 4 85885441 C A CA
709 rs3713394 4 86423755 T T CT
707 rs4135993 4 88399014 G G GA
708 rs3714181 4 88415879 T T CT
705 rs3680265 4 88774811 C C G
706 rs3696308 4 88775106 T T T
711 rs3686204 4 89249504 C C CT
710 rs3659287 4 89742501 C C CT
416 rs3090804 4 92499971 C T
478 rs3022989 4 99679747 G A GA
417 rs3088455 4 99679889 C C
842 rs3658845 4 115459278 C T T
905 rs3678308 4 120241830 G A A
31 rs3089514 4 123686862 A G A
419 rs3091114 4 129017764 C T T
740 rs3666032 4 131409009 A G GA
741 rs3696551 4 131618149 C T CT
906 rs3706432 4 132738971 A G GA
420 rs3023011 4 133639515 G GA
218 rs3023026 4 140634063 G A GA
32 rs3023037 5 23743495 T C CT
742 rs3722968 5 25064528 C T CT
743 rs3670794 5 25068508 AT GTA
421 rs3023040 5 32943077 T CT
907 rs3714665 5 37385820 G GA GA
422 rs3023045 5 50863147 T G GT
744 rs3659745 5 51041036 AT G
745 rs3713298 5 51194142 T G GT
746 rs3657668 5 66812086 T C CT
747 rs3672190 5 66812453 G A A
843 rs3657720 5 80572730 G A GA
844 rs3691937 5 101074114 C T CT
37 rs3023051 5 117479189 G A GA
33 rs3023057 5 125963636 C T CT
748 rs3685067 5 132834587 T C CT
749 rs3664890 5 135190462 G G G
424 rs3023060 5 142063375 C T CTG
475 rs3023062 5 145124169 A A
425 rs3088741 5 145124441 A A
426 rs3090833 6 18727440 C T CT
845 rs3023067 6 35949474 A T TA
750 rs3709317 6 49704741 G A GA
751 rs3716528 6 49740743 A T A
752 rs3659328 6 63635493 T C CA
846 rs3706583 6 63641367 T T
753 rs3707041 6 63641402 A A AT
329 rs3090936 6 66965136 C
848 rs3152183 6 82717476 A A
791 rs3704682 6 91992606 C C CA
792 rs3690102 6 100835585 T T CT
793 rs4137475 6 104904630 G G GA
847 rs3023083 6 106639546 A A
430 rs3090025 6 109876793 A A A
754 rs3677586 6 110852971 G G GA
755 rs3707407 6 111404795 A A GA
849 rs3023092 6 127839602 G A A
40 rs3089737 6 145414611 T TA
850 rs3090435 6 146590775 A G GA
45 rs3023116 7 33342591 CT CT
606 rs3023117 7 34260777 G A GA
607 rs3023123 7 45323985 C C C
48 rs3023134 7 57286126 A A A
852 rs3711840 7 63737541 A CA
608 rs3023129 7 65460296 A A A
908 rs3668498 7 69445393 A G GA
853 rs3704354 7 74666526 GC GT
46 rs3090876 7 82744531 T C CT
854 rs3710192 7 85574011 T A AT
435 rs3090731 7 96549948 A G GA
480 rs3023154 7 113870672 T C CT
436 rs3089474 7 116219037 T G GT
756 rs3688884 7 124892578 C T CT
757 rs3682376 7 125149486 T C CT
438 rs3089174 7 128497838 C T CT
339 rs3023161 7 129084304 T C CT
758 rs3726791 7 139774847 A T A
759 rs3717254 7 140610603 C C C
820 rs3708255 7 143881399 T C CT
896 rs3023174 8 7812735 G A GA
118 rs3023175 8 11995469 G A GA
760 rs3700240 8 27809735 GA GA G
761 rs3665023 8 27811369 T C CT
439 rs3023183 8 35896398 A G GA
54 rs3088450 8 52979846 A CT
762 rs3679837 8 60174269 A G GA
763 rs3686956 8 60210119 G A GA
610 rs3089230 8 71012852 C G G
897 rs3089636 8 71659444 C T T
609 rs3090460 8 74676357 A G G
51 rs3023194 8 91510521 T C CT
764 rs3711535 8 100556883 G A GA
765 rs3672284 8 100765637 GC GC GC
766 rs3724779 8 117005581 A C CA
767 rs3672332 8 117653778 T C CT
819 rs3696893 8 130456895 A G GA
768 rs3716232 9 16092806 C T CT
769 rs3694785 9 16382724 T C CT
876 rs3654109 9 32471104 A A GA
58 rs3023205 9 33547610 GC GC
877 rs3672091 9 44035088 GA A GA
474 rs3023212 9 44086543 TA T GTA
878 rs3671494 9 59461009 GA A GA
611 rs3023215 9 65973933 A G
441 rs3023216 9 71094035 C T CT
442 rs3023225 9 78134045 A T A
879 rs3695889 9 86124796 C G GC
770 rs4137954 9 98214467 A G GA
57 rs3090474 9 98298858 T G T
771 rs3688878 9 101293845 CT C CT
473 rs3089531 9 101742329 CT C CT
302 rs3023227 9 101742532 C C
780 rs3707022 9 108156940 GA A A
781 rs3670181 9 111379601 T T AT
782 rs3682508 9 112519550 CA A CA
783 rs3657074 9 118619658 C C C
784 rs3700226 9 123845575 G C CG
445 rs3089912 10 20686036 C T CT
446 rs3090586 10 24286974 C T CT
772 rs3704164 10 40602386 C T CT
773 rs3705210 10 40612186 G G G
774 rs3696307 10 53431464 C G G
912 rs3702150 10 68557908 C T CT
777 rs3656551 10 81767829 A G GA
447 rs3090761 10 88548187 T T T
477 rs3090759 10 88548420 CT C CT
64 rs3089366 10 89110543 A A A
818 rs3722942 10 93074375 A G GA
314 rs3089906 10 97678673 G G
778 rs3706590 10 107344215 A G GA
779 rs3660209 10 107394384 T C CT
72 rs3023249 11 11070846 C CA
460 rs3023251 11 20853004 C T CT
909 rs3721297 11 21792473 A C CA
201 rs3023256 11 44299873 G A GA
461 rs3023258 11 54018188 C A CA
73 rs3088940 11 56359390 G A
67 rs3023265 11 57576910 T C CT
799 rs3719410 11 67582900 C T CT
798 rs3719895 11 68481453 G A A
703 rs3709439 11 69031064 G T CT
797 rs3696966 11 69143793 G A GA
700 rs3659426 11 69692061 G A GA
701 rs3681957 11 69748839 C T CT
704 rs3707772 11 70267930 C T CT
68 rs3023278 11 71984385 T C G
910 rs3665064 11 82679842 C T CT
69 rs3089065 11 92981099 A GC
463 rs3088501 11 94146845 C T CT
71 rs3023315 11 99324816 C G GT
911 rs3697014 11 112103534 G A GA
870 rs3725545 12 16183804 CA A CA
871 rs3686668 12 27493470 GA G GA
872 rs3724341 12 42468236 A A AT
483 rs3088822 12 53089104 A G GA
873 rs3690309 12 57606163 G G GA
75 rs3023347 12 57628517 C A CA
874 rs3700688 12 72297329 C C
855 rs3703108 12 74842221 A A
815 rs3662694 12 76915409 G G GA
875 rs3700106 12 77791482 G G GA
856 rs3697769 12 89115007 G T GT
465 rs3088800 12 99163402 T G GT
816 rs3726591 12 105250597 C T CT
305 rs3023378 12 113750831 T
466 rs3023377 12 113751107 G T G
81 rs3023379 13 18303792 G A GA
892 rs3717068 13 30844331 G A GA
79 rs3089102 13 44412430 C A CA
484 rs3089436 13 60912145 T G GT
893 rs3688361 13 80402371 G C GC
80 rs3023386 13 96657145 A G GA
813 rs3144879 13 101262056 C CT CT
485 rs3090063 13 104292074 A T AT
313 rs3023394 13 114216919 A A A
309 rs3023392 13 114837305 A A
814 rs3708958 13 117780654 T C CT
785 rs3723026 14 7734219 A T A
786 rs3720966 14 10727081 G A GA
787 rs3712403 14 13327515 T A AT
788 rs3713871 14 24399404 C A CA
809 rs3724533 14 27108284 A G GA
789 rs3713838 14 27644295 A C CA
790 rs3685393 14 30183496 C T CT
811 rs3023409 14 48748605 A G GA
89 rs3023408 14 50023498 TA CA
321 rs3021908 14 53097465 T C CT
86 rs3089070 14 67715311 T G GT
857 rs3705482 14 82835317 G A GA
87 rs3088599 14 84734491 T C
858 rs3674616 14 98406482 T C CT
88 rs3090773 14 105296240 G A GA
812 rs3657504 14 118523326 C T CT
91 rs3023415 15 10765192 A G G
894 rs3088491 15 12374865 T C CT
492 rs3088634 15 19069275 T C CT
895 rs3662097 15 20153137 T G GT
96 rs3023416 15 31860737 C T CT
808 rs3669262 15 40601825 T G GT
92 rs3088488 15 42420068 G A A
859 rs3658370 15 51501719 G A GA
860 rs3701351 15 61455192 G A GA
93 rs3088506 15 71350770 C A
486 rs3090719 15 74403438 C A CA
94 rs3088710 15 86619624 T T CT
913 rs3677860 15 87544783 A G GA
810 rs3717898 15 95702188 C CT
101 rs3090912 16 6099904 T G GT
806 rs3667072 16 16273453 A A A
332 rs3089488 16 18511345 A A
880 rs3695744 16 27296228 A A A
881 rs3718034 16 35665619 CT C CT
487 rs3089787 16 38850538 CT T CT
807 rs3663711 16 39824346 G G G
488 rs3090260 16 45609646 A G GA
448 rs3023243 16 58212994 T C CT
794 rs3654982 16 63555294 T A AT
795 rs3719654 16 70347393 CT C CT
489 rs3090908 16 72217393 A G GA
796 rs3695101 16 76223854 GA G GA
490 rs3090645 16 85879752 A T TA
455 rs3023436 16 88046993 T A TA
304 rs3023441 16 97552996 A A
882 rs3674239 17 12357534 A G GA
104 rs3090500 17 25071190 A CG CA
884 rs3708501 17 30648071 G CA GA
43 rs3023110 17 32989898 T C CT
491 rs3088914 17 36695497 A C A
105 rs3023454 17 36882223 C T T
452 rs3023449 17 42120599 A T TA
862 rs3700023 17 52981854 G A GA
453 rs3023456 17 67310979 G T GT
202 rs3022791 17 71914187 A A A
863 rs3712928 17 78656292 G G
805 rs3687592 17 81485883 A A GA
885 rs3710028 17 83573655 T - GT
312 rs3089323 17 83844781 A A
864 rs3668190 17 91677947 C C
605 rs3089544 18 5088109 G A GA
886 rs3696042 18 8912956 CT T CT
865 rs3655356 18 10241322 GA G
887 rs3695261 18 21869777 C T CT
450 rs3023463 18 29943155 GT GT GT
803 rs3683689 18 33935868 A G GA
316 rs3089327 18 41908447 C C
888 rs3657200 18 50109691 T C CT
109 rs3023468 18 63609445 G C GC
866 rs3657018 18 78455291 C CT
889 rs3668347 18 80932716 T GT GT
804 rs3718427 18 88768623 G G GA
867 rs3665935 18 89757219 C C
891 rs3669192 19 16913884 C T CT
800 rs3671678 19 17422426 G A GA
890 rs3658201 19 20407978 C T CT
111 rs3023481 19 20484928 GA G
868 rs3710059 19 30660820 G C GC
336 rs3090951 19 44127717 C C
801 rs3726430 19 44193090 G T GT
869 rs3713040 19 55813052 GA
449 rs3023498 19 60821445 G GA GA
802 rs3685993 19 60910395 C T T
602 rs3022803 multiple C A
7 rs3022821 multiple G GA GA
401 rs3022823 multiple G G
725 rs4139354 multiple GA G GA
418 rs3022994 multiple T A CA
432 rs3023096 multiple T C C
851 rs3723894 multiple A T AT
776 rs3673999 multiple G G G
817 rs3664582 multiple G A GA
883 rs3668662 multiple G A GA
914 unmapped unmapped A G GA
915 unmapped unmapped A A A
916 unmapped unmapped T T CT
917 unmapped unmapped A A GA
918 unmapped unmapped - T
919 unmapped unmapped C C C
920 unmapped unmapped T C CT
921 unmapped unmapped C - CA
922 unmapped unmapped T A AT
923 unmapped unmapped T C C
604 rs3088804 x 99074052 A GA GA
Supplemental Table 2: List of PCR and SBE primers used for validation.
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Supplemental Table 3: PCR multiplexing strategv in ienome-wide screen
Primers are same as listed in Supplemental Table 1
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SBE group PCR grp Assay ID RefSNP ID
412 rs3089257
la-i 405 rs3022887
772 rs3704164
426 rs3090833
471 rs3022975
1A 779 rs3660209
786 rs3720966
830 rs3714631
883 rs3668662
850 rs3090435
1a-6 439 rs3023183
452 rs3023449
823 rs3713224
109 rs3023468
868 rs3710059
1B lb-3 893 rs3688361
1b-4 455 rs3023436
lb-5 879 rs3695889
lb-6 490 rs3090645
lb-7 922 unmapped
461 rs3023258
453 rs3023456
821 rs3704980
600 rs3022802
808 rs3669262
895 rs3662097
415 rs3022979
840 rs3694308
ic-5 422 rs3023045
1c-6 79 rs3089102
ld-1 33 rs3023057
713 rs3684370
1d-2 761 rs3665023
489 rs3090908
803 rs3683689
831 rs3676476
81 rs3023379
892 rs3717068
id-5 757 rs3682376
id-6 478 rs3022989
741 rs3696551
700 rs3659426
le-2 770 rs4137954
756 rs3688884
790 rs3685393
1E 51 rs3023194
762 rs3679837
701 rs3681957
le-5 911 rs3697014
812 rs3657504
le-6 913 rs3677860
1f-1 797 rs3696966
839 rs3667625
f-2 727 rs3681675
857 rs3705482
1F 1i-3 746 rs3657668
809 rs3724533
f-4 882 rs3674239
768 rs3716232
if-5 769 rs3694785
if-6 898 rs3667466
833 rs3726717
843 rs3657720
844 rs3691937
19-2 834 rs3689513
827 rs3090608
817 rs3664582
jq-4 912 rs3702150
1q-5 763 rs3686956
1Q-6 742 rs3722968
1g-7 814 rs3708958
lh-1 766 rs3724779
465 rs3088800
788 rs3713871
436 rs3089474
1H lh-3 856 rs3697769
75 rs3023347
715 rs3704392
835 rs3669413
lh-5 86 rs3089070
group PCR grp Assay ID RefSNP ID
4 rs3022839
2a-I 96 rs3023416
446 rs3090586
488 rs3090260
32 rs3023037
2A 445 rs3089912
721 rs3664018
859 rs3658370
2a-5 218 rs3023026
2a-6 820 rs3708255
2a-7 80 rs3023386
818 rs3722942
822 rs3685188
722 rs3681847
732 rs3706063
2B 339 rs3023161
811 rs3023409
858 rs3674616
118 rs3023175
2b-5 764 rs3711535
2c-1 20 rs3022960
483 rs3088822
448 rs3023243
860 rs3701351
2c-3 67 rs3023265
2C 321 rs3021908
724 rs3664805
826 rs3663534
2c-5 800 rs3671678
2c-6 201 rs3023256
2c-7 890 rs3658201
854 rs3710192
851 rs3723894
2D 2d-2 787 rs3712403
2d-3 794 rs3654982
2d-4 845 rs3023067
726 rs3667376
731 rs3674631
767 rs3672332
435 rs3090731
2e-3 862 rs3700023
2E 832 rs3669022
2e-4 606 rs3023117
829 rs3660910
2e-5 750 rs3709317
2e-6 740 rs3666032
2e-7 738 rs3711350
2f-1 486 rs3090719
745 rs3713298
2f-2 801 rs3726430
101 rs3090912
2F 2f-3 484 rs3089436
733 rs3672323
2f-4 841 rs3707288
789 rs3713838
2f-5 909 rs3721297
2g-1 714 rs3662163
816 rs3726591
2g-2 463 rs3088501
723 rs4137557
2g-3 413 rs3090381
2G 799 rs3719410
2o-4 37 rs3023051
2Q-5 730 rs3666331
2Q-6 748 rs3685067
2a-7 828 rs3706262
2g-8 900 r3716435
Chapter 4
Final Discussion
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The sequencing of the human and mouse genomes has spurred a growing interest in
analyzing mouse models of human cancer using genomic techniques. Comparative
genomic studies on mouse vs. human tumors can be valuable in two major ways: 1) in
validating mouse models through an assessment of their degree of genetic resemblance to
human disease and 2) in identifying genes and/or gene sets that are common to mouse
and human tumorigenesis. As described in Chapter 1, many analytic tools have emerged
in recent years for human genome mining. Some of these tools have been translated to
murine versions. The work described in Chapters 2 and 3 involved application testing of
two newly translated mouse whole-genome analytic techniques: ROMA and SNaPshot
(Applied Biosystems) SNP genotyping. With ROMA, a high-resolution view of copy
number alterations in the tumor genome was possible. By SNaPshot (Applied
Biosystems), low-density SNP-based draft maps indicative of LOH were obtainable. The
applications were tested mainly on a murine model of lung cancer. Several recurrent
chromosomal copy number gains and losses, as well as chromosomal LOH, were
observed in this Kras-driven lung cancer model. Discussed in this concluding chapter are
my views on the technology applied and the biology implied by the body of work.
On Technology
A wide range of copy number alterations in primary mouse tumors has been previously
documented, including single copy gain or loss of entire chromosomes, partial gain or
loss of a chromosome, high-amplitude focal amplifications, to low-level small deletions
(Hodgson et al. 2001; You et al. 2002; Hackett et al. 2003; O'Hagan et al. 2003). To
cover this broad spectrum, a genome-wide high-resolution CGH tool would be invaluable
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cover this broad spectrum, a genome-wide high-resolution CGH tool would be invaluable
for mouse cancer DNA anlayses. Among the many CGH platforms for genome-wide
copy number analysis studies in human, ROMA has one of the highest resolving power
averaging at 30kb (Lucito et al. 2003). Tested in Chapter 2, the mouse version of ROMA
also appeared to be a powerful tool, allowing us to detect a focal high-amplitude
(>4.6fold, assessed by Southern) N-Myc amplification in retinoblastomas of a Rb/p130
DKO model, as well as numerous whole-chromosomal gains and losses in the same
retinoblastoma sample set and in the lung tumors driven by a Kras mutation.
The mouse ROMA platform would be a useful tool to characterize mouse cancer-
associated genetic alterations. Genome-wide copy number data from mouse tumors may
potentially be used in several ways: 1) clear focal changes can pinpoint individual
candidates such as N-Myc in our case; 2) clustering of data can identify copy number
alteration patterns that define particular tumor subtypes in the mouse (O'Hagan et al.
2003); 3) analogous to the use of gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) approach to
extract human tumor gene-expression signature from mouse tumor gene-expression
pattern (Sweet-Cordero et al. 2005), one can imagine being able to extract human copy
number change signatures by comparing with mouse data that are confounded with less
genetic noise.
There is also an abundant choice of SNP genotyping methodologies, although few have
been applied for whole-genome analysis in the mouse. We attempted to contribute the
following ways: 1) validate 358 published SNPs individually for polymorphism in
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129S4/svJae vs. C57BL/6J strains, 2) worked out a protocol to genotype a panel of 147
markers in the mouse using SNaPshot (Applied Biosystems) genotyping system. The
method uses a standard DNA sequencing machine to resolve SBE products of SNPs,
which should be easily adaptable for use by interested labs, 3) tested the application of
the assay as a mapping tool of LOH in mouse tumors. Although genome-wide SNP
mapping of LOH is not new in human cancer genomics, the same concept has not been
performed in mice probably due to the lack of accessible SNP genotyping protocols.
Despite needing further improvements on overall genotyping accuracy and efficiency,
our protocol was usable in analyzing LOH patterns in mouse lung tumors. We correctly
detected the loss of wild-type p53 allele in a subset of samples, suggesting the concept of
performing SNP-based LOH detection in Fl mice is going to be viable. When other
groups concentrated their efforts in the genotyping a few markers in multiplex with the
same type of assay, they were able to drive the level accuracy higher (to almost 100%)
(Makridakis and Reichardt 2001; Norton et al. 2002). This suggests there is much room
for us to optimize each of our SBE reaction to improve on accuracy. In addition,
sensitivity of the method needs to be tested on more markers in a dilution experiment
using heterozygous vs. different homozygous DNA. Then, in the future, increasing the
density of SNPs in the panel would allow higher resolution.
To date, over 6 million mouse SNPs across different strains have been referenced in the
NCBI dbSNP public database. The challenge in the future SNP-based LOH mapping
clearly is not the lack of markers, but is finding an efficient and cost-effective method to
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genotype SNPs at a density an experiment requires, which may change as the project
proceeds. Flexibility in genotyping the particular SNPs of choice will also be required.
SNaPshot is a multiplexable system, which we used to genotype 5-11 SNPs in each SBE
reaction and capillary run. No investment in specialized instrument is required. However,
I think the biggest charm of the system is the flexibility in choosing the markers used in
genotyping. The assay can be performed either individually or through mixing-and-
matching and adding-and-removing of a few markers in a multiplex fashion.
On Biology
The applications of ROMA and SNaPshot genotyping were tested mainly on murine
models of lung cancer that were initiated by a Kras mutation. Overall, copy number
alterations or LOH seem to start appearing in genomes of tumors that are histologically
graded 2-3, when they started to exhibit pleomorphic nuclei, prominent nucleoli, and
nuclear molding. The correlation of detectable genetic alterations with higher histological
grades fits the clonal evolution model of tumor progression. However, lower grade
tumors, because of their smaller sizes, are more difficult to dissect out cleanly. We
attempted to minimize this confounding factor by choosing samples with little normal
tissues, as judged histologically. Laser capture microdissection could be used in the
future as another way to circumvent this contamination possibility.
Based on histopathology, lung cancer is grouped into two broad categories: non-small-
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small-cell lung cancer (SCLC). About 80% of all cases are
NSCLC, which are further divided into the following subtypes: adenocarcinoma,
squamous cell carcinoma, bronchioalveolar carcinoma, and large-cell carcinoma. The
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NSCLC subtypes behave similarly as a distinct group to SCLC in its therapeutic response
(Minna et al. 2002).
Genetically, SCLC and NSCLC also form two distinct groups. Genetic alterations
manifest as large-scale chromosomal gains and losses, focal amplifications and deletions,
or nucleotide changes. Multiple mutations are observed in lung cancer samples.
Epigenetic changes such as methylation also occur commonly. Among the oncogenes,
Ras mutations are detected in 20-50% of NSCLC and <1 % of SCLC (Slebos et al. 1990).
Kras mutations consist of 90% of all Ras mutations and are almost exclusively found in
adenocarcinomas (Slebos et al. 1990). Myc amplification or overexpression is seen more
frequently in SCLC (20-35%) than in NSCLC (5-20%) (Richardson and Johnson 1993).
Bcl2 is overexpressed in 75-95% of SCLC and 10-30% ofNSCLC (Pezzella et al. 1993;
Kaiser et al. 1996). EGFR mutation is found in 20% of NSCLC and is associated with
non-smoking related adenocarcinomas (Zochbauer-Muller et al. 2002). Among the tumor
suppressor genes, p53 is found deleted or mutated in >50% of NSCLC and SCLC
(Takahashi et al. 1989; Toyooka et al. 2003). p16INK4a hypermethylation or deletion
occurs frequently; -30-50% NSCLC does not express p16 (Minna et al. 2002). The
alternative reading frame product in the same locus pl 4Al F is also inactivated in ~20% of
NSCLC and -65% of SCLC (Nicholson et al. 2001). In addition to gene-specific lesions,
cytogenetic, CGH, and LOH studies have revealed numerous large-scale chromosomal
aberrations, suggesting more oncogenes and tumor suppressors remain to be discovered.
LOH in chromosome 3p is the most prominent event, found in almost 100% of SCLC and
>90% of NSCLC (Wistuba et al. 2001; Zabarovsky et al. 2002). Other frequent changes
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include gains of lq, 3q, 5p, 8q, 1 1q, 12q, 19q, and losses of 4q, 10q in NSCLC, and gains
of 3q, 5p, 8q, 19q and losses of 4q, 5q, and 13q in SCLC (Balsara and Testa 2002).
The tumors developed in the Kras model histologically resemble human NSCLC
(Jackson et al. 2005). Recurrent chromosomal copy number changes include +6, +12,
+19, + 3, + 16, -9, -11 in 10/28 lung tumors. Each of these chromosomes is comprised of
multiple syntenic human chromosomal regions. Genetic alterations in many of these
regions have been observed in human lung cancers as summarized in Table 1.
Chromosome 6 gain was seen in 80% of tumors we tested. Mouse chromosome 6
harbors the Kras gene and contains a region in synteny to a human 3q segment that have
been implicated in lung cancer. Also of interest are the recurrent losses of chromosomes
9 and 11, with each reduced in copy in two tumors. A distal part of chromosome 9 is
syntenic to human chromosome 3p21-22. Loss of human chromosome 3p is the most
common event observed in lung cancer (Zabarovsky et al. 2002). In particular 3p21 loss
is observed as an early event, which can be detected in the pre-malignant epithelium of
smokers (Zabarovsky et al. 2002). As for chromosome 11, its distal arm has syntenic
conservation to the entire human chromosome 17, where p53 resides. It is reassuring that
the lung tumors developed in our mouse model contain certain regions that are syntenic
to the regions altered in some human lung cancers. However, the genetic lesions observed
in our mouse model span entire chromosomes, thus the subchromosomal regions critical
to tumorigenesis in our model are unclear.
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Table 1: Summary of copy number changes observed in mouse mouse model and
their corresponding syntenic regions in human
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Our model is driven by a Kras point mutation. In human, Kras point mutations occur at a
higher frequency in smokers than in nonsmokers; one study reported the numbers to be
30% vs. 7% (Westra et al. 1993). Smoking is the biggest risk factor for lung cancer.
Differences in the spectra of genetic alterations in smoking vs. non-smoking related lung
cancer have been observed (Hirao et al. 2001; Sanchez-Cespedes et al. 2001; Wong et al.
2002; Sy et al. 2003; Wong et al. 2003). Cigarette smoke consists of multiple carcinogens
including benzo(a)pyrene (BAP) and 4-methylnitrosamino- 1-3-pyridal- 1-butanone
(NNK), which result in a prevalence of G-to-T and G-A transversions in smoking-related
lung cancer (DeMarini 2004). The spectra of mutations differ in smoking vs. non-
smoking related lung cancers (Pan et al. 2005). Interestingly, lp, 3p, 5q, 1 lq, and 17q,
which share homology with gained or lost in the DNA from our Kras-induced mouse
model, have been reported in the cited studies.
Despite a certain degree of syntenic conservation of lung cancer genetic changes could be
inferred, one apparent difference is that the predominance of whole-chromosomal
changes in the lung tumors from mice. Such observation seems to be common among
spontaneous tumors of different genetically engineered mouse models. On the other hand,
multiple number and kinds of mutations, including translocations and sub-chromosomal
lesions, are frequently seen in human carcinomas. At the cellular level, mouse cells differ
from human cells by having longer telomeres, which might have protected mouse
chromosomes from breakage events through break-fusion-bridge cycles caused by
damaged telomere (O'Hagan et al. 2002). Indeed, tumors in mTerc-/- mice with deficient
telomerase had a larger and more human-like variety of genetic changes (O'Hagan et al.
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2002). Perhaps making mice containing both mTerc deletion and Kras mutation in the
lung will lead more human-like focal genetic lesions in the lung tumors.
Another point of interest is The set of recurrent chromosomal copy number changes we
observed (in order of prevelance: +6, +12, +19, + 3, + 16, -9, -11) in 10/28 lung tumors
by ROMA were different from a previously reported set of 16/59 samples from a closely
related lung cancer model (+6, +8, +16, +19, -4, -11, -17) analyzed using BAC array
CGH (Sweet-Cordero et al. 2006). Chromosome 6 and 19 gains and 11 losses are the
only commonalities. While chromosome 12 gain was seen in 5/10 tumors with changes in
our study, it was observed in 1 clear case in the other analysis.
The discrepancy between the 2 studies raises a few questions. The discrepancy could be
simply due to small sampling sizes and the random nature of mutational process.
Formally, a pilot study can be initially performed to generate a statistical estimate of the
amount of samples required in the main study. However, in practice, this is not often
done, largely due to cost constraints and in the case of a human study, also because of the
difficulty in obtaining patient samples. Meta-analyses may help to make sense of studies
done in different times or labs (Hoglund et al. 2004). Alternatively, this discrepancy may
reflect a true difference due to the different activation timing/mechanism between the
conditional KrasLSLG12D and latent KrasG12DLA2 alleles. Our study was performed using
tumors materials obtained from KrasLSLG12D;p 5 3+/+, KrasLSLG12D; p53+/- and
KrasLSLG12D; p53 R270H/+ mice while the other study used mice containing a KrasG12DLA 2
allele. However, in our study, tumors from mice of all 3 genotypes that were comparable
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in histology were also comparable in the types and amount of genetic changes. The two
KrasG12D alleles lead to lung tumors with indistinguishable histology, despite the different
timing/mechanism of activation. This would be reminiscent of the RIP-Rag islet cell
cancer model, in which the timing of T antigen activation changes the pattern of copy
number alterations without affecting tumor histology/progression (Hager et al. 2004). In
addition, genetic background may contribute to the discrepancy by affecting copy number
changes. One difference in the two experimental setups was the background of mice
used: our analysis was on an inbred 129S4 strain while the other was done on F1
B6x129S4 tumors. A difference in tumor incidence in B6 vs. 129S4 strains has been
observed in KrasG12DLA2 mice, suggesting there are strain-specific modifying factors for
tumor multiplicity. Genetic background effect on copy number spectrum has been
reported in another mouse cancer model (Hager et al. 2004).
The work of this thesis began the use of two powerful techniques: ROMA and SNP
genotyping, to study mouse tumors. Our analysis of whole tumors has revealed a few
stable DNA changes that might harvest critical genes for tumorigenesis. In the case of
retinoblastoma, the candidate region was narrowed down to a single gene --N-Myc. The
functional role of N-Myc in retinoblastoma remains to be characterized. In the case of
lung cancer, an analysis of higher grade tumors will be worthwhile to attempt. Among the
many unanswered questions surrounding the genetic alterations in cancer, whether
genomic instability occurs is one of them. Genomic instability is a highly debated
concept that was proposed to explain the origin of the many genetic alterations often seen
in a cancer. Genomic instability describes an increased rate of genetic alterations in
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cancer cells. Most of the described experiments were performed on DNA extracted from
primary tumors. Such analyses in fact reflect the stable genetic changes that have
undergone selection in the particular tumor. Measurement of genomic instability requires
knowing the amount of changes that occur over a known number of cell division.
Metaphase analysis of dividing tumor cells is probably the best measurement that can be
done in tumors samples and can be included in future studies. Genomic analysis of
tumorigenesis provides insight into the evolution of tumor cells. With the many new
technologies, the coming years in cancer genome analytics will likely be full of
excitements.
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